
1 THE WINE COUNTRY TOUR

Six to nine days, 280-590 miles

Some of the tours we offer could lay themselves out, without our help, as there may be only one realistic route choice in
an entire region. That is not the case in the three counties north of the Golden Gate (Marin, Sonoma, and Napa). There is
such a dense tracery of tiny back roads and lightly traveled highways throughout this region that settling on a single, one-
size-fits-all route is impossible. Thus, you see the wide range of options reflected at the top: from six to nine days of riding,
and anywhere from an easy 300 miles to a very tough tour of nearly 600 miles (very few of them flat). Even with all those
options, there are still so many great roads left out of this tour, that we offer two more mini-tours in the region to explore
some of those other roads. (Check out our Sonoma County mini-tour based in Occidental and our Napa Valley mini-tour
based in Yountville for many of those other roads.)

In spite of the fact that the daily miles are quite short, and that the highest elevation on the tour is only around 2700', this
route stacks up as a fairly challenging tour—if you choose the longer options—not so much because of the length of the
routes or the size of the climbs, but because of the steepness of the terrain. (Grades in big mountains tend to be long but
gradual. Here in the coastal hills, they tend to be shorter but steeper.)  The shorter options on this tour are quite manage-
able for moderate riders, but the longer, hillier routes will test even the strongest veterans.

Because of the varied topography and the constantly changing (and almost always beautiful) scenery, this region may rank
as the most popular cycling destination in the state...perhaps in the country. Almost every cycle-tour operator in existence
offers a “Wine Country” package, and our route will travel roads used by these catered groups and by at least a dozen
organized centuries, doubles, and other mass rides. But we’ll also explore some obscure roads that rarely show up on the
routes of the mainstream tours and organized rides.

There are so many highlights on this trip, it’s hard to compress them into a tidy little list. There are, of course, the
premier vineyards of both Sonoma and Napa Counties, but there is so much more that has nothing to do with vineyards or
wineries that calling it simply the Wine Country Tour is almost a misnomer.

There are many miles along one section or another of shoreline, both out on the rugged sea cliffs and in along the shores
of bays, lagoons, esteros, and rivers. There are cool, quiet roads through redwood, bay, and eucalyptus groves. There are
the panoramic views from the top of Mount Tamalpais, the top of King Ridge, the top of the Geysers, the top of... It goes
on and on.

This tour could be ridden comfortably anytime from March to late October, with just a slight increase in the likelihood of
rain at the outer limits of that window. Perhaps the ideal time would be from mid-May to mid-June, when the rains have
stopped but the fields are still green. In mid-Summer, temperatures can vary from a windy, foggy 60° on the coast to over
100° just a few miles away in a secluded valley. In general, the climate is considered moderate, and ideal for cycling.

The tour follows a loop course, and I have it beginning and ending in Petaluma because this is the point in the loop closest
to connections to San Francisco and the Bay Area...about one hour away.
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Day 0: Arrive in Petaluma

The “kampground” on Rainsville Road is typical of the KOA
system: heavy on the RV accommodations (over 300 sites),
a little pricey for tent camping, short on ambience, but
generally clean and with all the amenities, including good
accommodations for groups. The 60-acre setting is actually
quite nice, with grassy meadows and trees, but it’s situated
just on the fringe of a funky part of Petaluma, near a major
freeway, which I suspect you can hear at night.  It’s an easy
drive from San Francisco (34 miles north on Hwy 101 from
the Golden Gate Bridge to the Petaluma Boulevard North
exit). If you’re traveling from the immediate Bay Area, you
might consider combining your drive up to Petaluma with
the first day’s ride, saving the cost of one overnight. In that
case, if you plan to include the optional West County Loop
Day as the first day of your tour, begin at the the KOA. If
you plan on skipping the optional day and riding to Olema
on your first day, begin in downtown Petaluma (at the
corner of D Street). This cuts out four miles of urban crud
at the start...getting from the KOA into Petaluma. (This will
be explained more fully in the discussion of the Petaluma-
to-Olema stage.)

Day 0.1: Optional West County Loop Day

64 miles, 2500' up, 2500' down

50 miles, 1200' up, 1200' down

There are three optional days on this tour, where the routes
return to the same camp where you began the ride (as
opposed to moving from point A to point B). So many
options is an indication of the abundance of fine cycling
roads in this region. There are so many good roads nearby,
I know of cycling clubs that have staged an entire week’s
worth of loop rides out of this campground alone. I
wouldn’t want to spend a week camped here though. On
the other two optional days, there are neat things to do at
or near camp, so that less ambitious folks can do non-bike
stuff while the cycling junkies log their miles. Here, at the
KOA, about the only thing to do is sit around the pool. If
you plan on doing this extra day, get everyone in the group
on their bikes. The
shorter route is a fairly
moderate proposition,
while the longer, hillier
loop, though not brutal,
will make you feel as if
you’ve put in a good
day’s work.

Today’s ride is, for the
most part, an exploration
of an area known locally
as the West County—
meaning the hills and
valleys of Sonoma
County west of the Santa
Rosa plain, extending to

the ocean (plus a little of the unpopulated northwest corner
of Marin County). These hills are home to apple farmers,
sheep ranchers, organic gardeners, and many others who
just like living in the country, from plain folks  to yuppie
commuters to unreconstructed back-to-the-land flower
children, most of whom migrated here from San Francisco
over the past 40 years, pursuing the vision of an agrarian
nirvana. Some of the most celebrated and notorious of the
hippie communes called these hills home, and while things
have settled down some, there are still numerous extended
families living out their alternative dreams up at the ends
of the long, dirt driveways you’ll pass today. The atmo-
sphere is not one of outrageous freakiness, but rather of a
cheerful, vigorous creativity and a quiet spirituality.

You begin by heading north along Rainsville to Pepper
Road and then north and west out into rolling, open dairy
country. Not much to say about this landscape except that
it’s quiet and pleasant, and can be quite windy, although
not usually in the morning. (Don’t miss the right off
Pepper onto Walker...a nice little road.) At the corner of
Bloomfield Road, the longer route turns right and heads
into the hills, while the short option carries on west just a
few miles to the town of Valley Ford. The shortcut is a
pleasantly uneventful and more-or-less flat continuation of
what you’ve just been doing: open dairy country.

The long route heads north through the little town of
Bloomfield (no services), climbs a little and then quite a lot
as it turns onto Burnside Road. Burnside gains about 500'
in two miles as it stairsteps up a ridge called English Hill
(below). Take a break at the summit to admire the view: off
to the east you can see all of Santa Rosa and its suburbs
spread out on the plain, with Mount Saint Helena and the
Geysers looming in the distance. If you see some tall spires
of cloud above the far mountains, they’re probably coming
from steaming fumaroles in the geothermal fields up
around Geyser Peak. (You’ll be riding over there in a few
days.)

Nestled just below you in the near hills is Sebastopol (my
hometown). You won’t visit the town itself, but the apple
orchards, vineyards, and rural ranchettes you’ll be riding
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past for the next few miles are all part of its sphere. The
surrounding orchards are mostly Gravenstein apple trees,
by the way...the area is famous for them...along with Rome
Beauties and others. If the fog has burned off, you may be
able to catch your first glimpse of far-off ocean, away to the
northwest. Don’t fret if you can’t see it. You’ll have many
other ocean views in the days ahead.

After dropping off the ridge, you wind through the woods
on an up-and-down route that eventually delivers you to
the charming little town of Occidental at mile 21, just in
time for a break. This is a great place to stop for food. In
addition to a decent market, there are several excellent
restaurants and a bakery. Cyclists often stop at the Union
Hotel (above) for some family-style Italian cuisine, or just
for a pastry and a cup of java, or they visit one of the other
bistros in town.

Back on the road, you head south and plunge downhill
through the trees on smooth, sinuous Bohemian Highway,
heading for the historic village of Freestone. If you can’t
stop here, at least slow down, sit up, and look around as
you pedal through...it’s a lovely village...a designated
historic district. There’s a wonderful bakery in Freestone—
Wild Flour Bread—where they will be pulling hot loaves,
sticky buns, and cheese fougasse out of their wood-fired
brick ovens just about the time you roll through town. It’s
hard to pass by, with the baking smells wafting out into the
road, and if you didn’t stop for munchies in Occidental, this
spot, at mile 27, would be ideal.

After Freestone, you have to endure one mile of busy, no-
shoulder Bodega Highway before escaping onto another

little road to another little town—Valley Ford—where the
long and short routes rejoin. You ride south out of town
along Estero Road/Franklin School Road into a peaceful
corner of Marin County that offers cycling at its best. Cross
the lazy Estero Americano, tackle a fairly ambitious climb,
and then descend and turn east on Whitaker Bluff. Stop for
a minute up on the bluff just after the turn. It’s a lovely,
quiet spot, with the Estero San Antonio meandering along
the little valley below, sheep grazing the meadows, and
perhaps an egret or heron stalking the shallows. These are
tidal estuaries. Although you won’t see it, the ocean is just
one hill away to the west.

Once you leave the estero behind, you head east and south
through miles of empty, quiet country—up and down over
low, rolling hills—eventually ending up on Chileno Valley
Road (below), one of the most popular cycling roads in this
area. If you’re doing this ride on a weekend, you might see
a paceline or two from a local club ride. You’re also likely to
see numerous Ducatis, Kawasakis, and BMWs screaming
along at well over the posted speed, as it’s a regular mecca
for the moto crowd as well. (I can imagine that some
bicyclists might be bothered by the howling, snarling
superbikes, but I’ve always enjoyed sharing the road with
our fellow two-wheelers.)

Chileno Valley rolls and dips and curls all the way back to
the outskirts of Petaluma, and then you have to navigate a
final eight miles of odd little roads—half country and half
suburb—to make it back to camp. Notice the many long,
low, barn-like structures in this area: hen houses. Petaluma
was once the center of a great egg and poultry producing

region. The town used to bill
itself as Egg Basket to the World,
and they still celebrate their
heritage with an annual Butter
and Egg Festival and Parade
(just as Sebastopol honors its
Gravenstein crop with an Apple
Blossom Festival). Although
those glory days are gone, with
many of the old coops converted
to artist’s studios or storage
sheds, there are still quite a few
functioning poultry operations
in the area, cranking out not
only chickens and their eggs,
but also ducks and turkeys and
gourmet game birds.
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Day 1: Petaluma to Olema

57 miles, 4900' up, 4900' down

Bonus miles: 14 miles, 1900' & 5 miles, 200'

Shortcut route: 25 miles, 1200'

Today’s ride is one of those larger-than-life adventures
you’ll remember forever. It’s not all perfect, but it contains
some of the most spectacular scenery any of our tours has
to offer, especially if you include the bonus miles (which I
strongly urge you to do). It’s also quite challenging: the full
package, including bonus miles, runs to over 75 miles and
7000' of climb...probably the equal of a typical flatland
century. But remember: you have all day to get to Olema,
so take your time, catch your breath, and enjoy the sights
along the way. Also, depending on how you set up your
itinerary, you can take it easy tomorrow with a relatively
mellow ride or even a day off the bike. (I’ll explain that
later.)

For all its wonderful scenery, the ride begins
inauspiciously with a 4-mile run into Petaluma
along busy, cluttered Petaluma Boulevard North.
The nicest thing I can say about this approach to
Petaluma is that it has a sort of scruffy, raffish
charm. The city grew up on the banks of the
Petaluma River as the watery gateway to the
North Bay, before highways or trains. Lumber,
produce, meat, and poultry all funneled through
here on their way to satisfy the voracious appetite
of San Francisco in the boom years after the gold
rush. Many local fortunes were made in the
processs, as you’ll see when you turn onto D
Street—the town’s proud avenue of stately
homes. Nowadays, the town thrives as a bedroom
community and as the hub of a sprawl of high-
tech industrial parks on its eastern perimeter,
now becoming famous as Telecom Valley.

Fortunately, the old town center has been reasonably well-
preserved and is a favorite of film crews looking for small-
town Americana.

One of the town’s claims to fame is being the home of the
annual World Wristwrestling Championships, and this

blue-collar, barroom bash pretty much
typifies the local character...at least one
side it anyway. The more genteel side
becomes evident along D Street.  (As noted
earlier, if you’re doing this stage on the
same day as your drive to the area, con-
sider starting here, at the corner of D
Street, thus eliminating the scruffy miles
into town from the KOA. There is a nice
little city park on the corner where you can
muster your troops, and from here on, it’s
all pleasant cycling.)

After you ride up this beautiful avenue of
grand old homes, the city falls away
abruptly and you climb gently into open,
rolling hills (left). Following a few mild ups
and downs, you churn up Red Hill, gaining
about 450' in a mile and a half. Once over
the summit, you leave any trace of
Petaluma behind and head west and south
into Marin County. At mile 13, you pass the

Rouge et Noir Cheese factory. It may be a little early for a
rest stop, but if you’re so inclined, this is a nice place for it,
with restrooms, picnic tables and a pond, and tours of the
facility, where they make (and sell) excellent Brie and
Camembert. Carrying on, you zip up over another little
summit and fly downhill to the Nicasio Reservoir, at which
point you turn left and head for the cute little village of
Nicasio (below).

(Unless you choose to do the shortcut option, in which
case, you keep heading west alongside the lake. I show this
option, but don’t really recommend it, as you’ll miss all the
fantastic scenery on the regular route. But it’s such an
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obvious shortcut—and a perfectly fine ride—that I couldn’t
help but point it out for anyone who needs an easy day.)

Two moderate climbs in the leafy forest after Nicasio carry
you up and over into San Geronimo Valley. The route
dodges the traffic by skipping over the main drag of Sir
Francis Drake Boulevard in favor of old San Geronimo
Valley Road. You’ll pass a nice deli in the town of Woodacre
at mile 26, which might make a good rest stop if you didn’t
cover that at the cheese factory. On the other hand, you’ll
be in the much larger town of Fairfax at mile 30, with
several nice eateries and markets close at hand.

Getting from Woodacre to Fairfax means riding for a couple
of miles over a small summit on a busy highway—Sir
Fancis Drake Blvd—but most of it is on the downhill side of
the pass and you can speed through it quickly. You can just
stay on the main road right into the center of Fairfax, but I
divert you onto side streets in the interest of avoiding
traffic. As you roll out at the bottom of the big downhill and
begin to encounter the suburban fringe of Fairfax, you
leave the busy boulevard for quiet Olema Road, which is
marked as a bike route. Follow the bike route signs into the
center of town. If you get confused, just ask for directions
to Fairfax-Bolinas Road.

Fairfax is of special interest to
cyclists as one of the towns that
can legitimately claim to be the
birthplace of the mountain bike
(along with Mill Valley). You
can’t have been around bikes for
the past 20 years without
absorbing the hoary old tales of
the original, converted cruiser
bikes prowling the trails on
Mount Tamalpais. Well, this is
the trailhead...the fountainhead.
On almost any day of the year,
you see a steady stream of
knobby-tired bikes being pedaled
through Fairfax on their way to

the trails that begin at the edge of town. The
hills around Fairfax are a great venue for road
riding as well, as you are about to discover.
There are a couple of bike shops in Fairfax:
Sunshine Bicycles at 737 Center Blvd. (just
off the route); and Bikeadelic, in the first
block of Fairfax-Bolinas Road.

Heading west on Fairfax-Bolinas Road,* you
begin climbing just at the town border, and
continue climbing for quite awhile. The first
climb gains 900' in a little over three miles,
including some nearly flat sections, as you
ride past parkland, a golf course, and thinly
scattered homes nestled into the wooded
canyon walls. Once over the summit, all
development ceases. You’re now in the Marin
County watershed, a wilderness of forests,
mountain meadows, and lakes. You descend

over the next four miles (except for two small climbs) to
Alpine Lake, where you ride across the top of the dam at
the end of the lake. Take a peek over the downstream side
of the dam: if the water is high (in the Spring), you may see
a spectacular waterfall down the spillway.

After crossing the dam, you begin climbing again through
deep forest, gaining another 900' in three miles. Which
brings you to the high summit on this road and to the
point where you have to make a decision: go straight and
head downhill to Hwy 1 (the basic route), or turn left and
climb to the summit of Mount Tamalpais (the long option).
You know what I recommend: go for it! Do the bonus
miles! This up-&-back option transforms a very good ride
into an unforgettable epic.

Let’s explore the optional add-on: you first dance along the
crest of the ridge on aptly named West Ridgecrest Road
(both photos), where you will be treated to magnificent
panoramas off either side of the mountain. (Keep your
fingers crossed for a clear day.) This road is the darling of
the advertising world and has probably appeared in more
car commercials than any other road on the planet. It’s easy
to see why...the setting is remarkable. Down below you to
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the west are the towns of Stinson Beach and Bolinas
(above), clustered around a little lagoon, with the blue
Pacific fading to silver in the distance. In some spots, you
can also look off the east side of the ridge and see Berkeley
and San Francisco Bay and the East Bay hills. As you climb,
you lose the views temporarily and become absorbed in the
business of hauling yourself up the hill. (The entire climb is
over 1300' in seven miles, with some of it level or even
downhill, and some of it quite steep. The downhill sections
will be small climbs on the way back, adding another 600'
of climb to the round trip.) Eventually, after turning from
West Ridgecrest to East Ridgecrest, the sightlines begin to
open up again, until finally, as you near the 2500' summit,
you roll out onto the viewpoint at the end of the road and
find the whole world at your feet: the entire San Francisco
Bay and everything around it for 50 miles, laid out below
like a vast model train set.

It’s tempting to succumb to clichés and hyperbole
when writing about a spot this beautiful, and I don’t
want to overdo it, but I do want to sell it hard
enough to convince you to tackle the extra miles and
hills. (I show the up-&-back to the summit as an
integral part of the day’s elevation profile because I
think of it that way.) If it’s at all within your abilities,
I promise you that you’ll be glad you made the effort.
And once you’ve soaked up all the view you can
stand—along with a few munchies—you get to fly
back down those hills on West Ridgecrest...one of the
sweetest magic-carpet rides around (above). When
you get back to the Fairfax-Bolinas Road junction
and rejoin the basic route, you get to descend
another 1500' over the next four miles. Whereas the
descent from the summit was wide open and fast,
this portion is twisty and somewhat more technical,
but still great fun.

All this descending drops you to the junction with

Highway 1 at the head of Bolinas Lagoon.
In theory, you could just turn right here
and zoom nine miles north to your camp
in Olema, and if you’re tired, it’s okay to
do so. But both my basic route and the
second bonus-miles option include just a
little more scenic diversion. The route
crosses the highway and then heads south
towards Bolinas alongside the lagoon.
(Not south on Hwy 1 toward Stinson
Beach, but over the highway to the west
side of the lagoon.) In just over a mile
you come to the second optional detour
at the corner of Horseshoe Hill Road. You
either turn right on Horseshoe Hill (the
basic route) or go left into the town of
Bolinas. I won’t push this option as hard
as the summit excursion, but what the
heck: you’ve come this far, what’s another
five miles? And there are only a couple of
small hills...it’s easy!

Bolinas (photo, next page) is a funny, funky little village
down at the end of its dead-end road (next page, top, and in
the distance at right). To call it simply an artists’ colony
would be a lazy, shorthand disservice to this complex place.
It’s laid-back and country, but also surprisingly sophisti-
cated and cosmopolitan in a bohemian sort of way. There
are more writers and poets per capita in this little hamlet
than in any other city in the country (not to mention
painters, sculptors, woodworkers, jewelers, weavers,
surfers, freethinkers, visionaries, and happy lunatics). It’s
also a town that is famous—some would say infamous—for
jealously guarding its privacy and for keeping developers
and exploitative tourist attractions at bay. You won’t find
seaside condo complexes or upscale resorts. Nor will you
find saltwater taffy emporiums or Ye Olde Antique Shoppes
with Made-in-Taiwan trinkets. You will find a general store,
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a saloon and a deli and a few shops arrayed along the sleepy
main street, where the cars drive slowly around old dogs
dozing in the sun.

I don’t list the precise miles for the Bolinas loop, but I do
show a detailed inset on the map. Take a ride past Smiley’s
down Wharf Road to the beach at the mouth of the lagoon.
(It may be your only opportunity on this trip to take your
shoes off and wiggle your toes in the sand.) Backtrack to
the center of town and ride up Terrace to the upper part of
town, known as The Mesa, then loop back down the hill on
Mesa Road and head north back to the basic route.

You begin the final leg of the day’s stage with an easy climb
up Horseshoe Hill...very pretty and peaceful... and then
turn left to continue north up Hwy 1 to Olema. This is a
beautiful stretch of road, nearly every inch of it protected as
either the Point Reyes National Seashore (on your left) or
the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (on your right).
Two different park jurisdictions aren’t the
only difference between the left and right
sides of the road here: the highway
straddles the famous San Andreas Fault,
the active dividing line between two
tectonic plates of the earth’s crust. The
Point Reyes land mass on the left is
actually a transient sled of rock that
began life down around Mexico and is
slowly bumping and grinding its way
north, creeping up the coast an inch or
two a year. In the great San Francisco
quake of ’06, the entire 30-mile long
chunk of real estate leaped twenty feet
north in a single bound. In Bolinas, on
the southern tip of the land mass, the
buildings along Wharf Road literally had
the rug pulled out from under them and
toppled over backward into the lagoon.
Bolinas Lagoon and Tomales Bay to the
north are the two watery cracks in the

ends of the faultline interface, and the valley
where Hwy 1 sits is just a temporary land bridge
between the two plates. Who knows? You may get
the thrill of a lifetime by being here when the
next Big One hits! More likely though, your
biggest worry will be dealing with the slightly
increased traffic load on this main road. (It’s only
really obnoxious on busy weekends.) There are
several large rollers and one moderate climb of
about 250' between you and your destination.

Olema Ranch Campground is a large, full-service
campground catering to both RVs and tent
campers, with provisions made for group camp-
ing. It’s very popular with cycle-touring groups
and takes good care of them. The setting is
pleasant, with areas set aside for tenters a little bit
away from the RVs (below).

*Fairfax-Bolinas Road is gated, and on very rare
occasions is closed during periods of high fire danger,
usually in September or October. There is no way to know
more than a day in advance whether the road will be closed,
because the fire personnel and park rangers only make that
decision at the last minute. There is an overnight number
you can call to check this out: 415-499-7191. However, I
wouldn’t even worry about it unless you’re aware that the
area has been suffering through a really severe fire season.

In the unlikely event that you do encounter a closure, your
alternate route would be west to Olema on Sir Francis
Drake Boulevard in San Geronimo Valley. If you do have to
go this way, try to find the paved bike trail through Samuel
P. Taylor State Park as a temporary escape from the main
drag. It begins just inside the entrance to the park and
extends west to a little no-place called Tocaloma (the
junction of Sir Francis Drake and Platform Bridge Road).
From there on, you climb over a hill on SF Drake and drop
into Olema.
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Day 1.1: Optional Lighthouse Loop Day

44 miles, 3300' up, 3300' down

Bonus miles: 18 miles, 1000'

Olema is the gateway to the Point Reyes National Seashore,
(above) and it would be a crime to ride right past this
beautiful preserve without exploring its treasures. I offer
two suggestions for doing so: one is an out-&-back bike
ride to the Point Reyes Light Station and the other is a
mostly non-bike day, hiking in the park. This is where
riders weary from yesterday’s hilly stage may find an
opportunity to rehabilitate their aching quads. The park
entrance is less than a mile from camp, and from there,
several trails wind away down Bear Valley or up into the
surrounding hills, visiting country that looks as if Adam
and Eve might have just moved out last week.

Those eager for another ride can tool on out to the light-
house at the far end of the Point Reyes land mass on a fairly
testing 44-mile route, or they can make it a little
more challenging with a bonus-miles add-on
that will turn this into a genuinely hard 62-mile
ride. The main route contains some fairly
substantial—read: steep—climbs, as does the
bonus leg. In addition, it is almost always windy
out on the exposed hills nearer the
shore...sometimes seriously windy. This point is
thought to be the windiest place on the entire
California coast, with sustained 40-mph breezes
quite normal and 100-mph gusts not uncom-
mon. In theory, on an out-&-back, one ought to
have a headwind some of the time and a tailwind
some of the time, but the reality is seldom so
simple or so kind. (Murphy’s Law, as applied to
cycling winds, says that headwinds and most
crosswinds all slow you down, and that only

pure tailwinds—about 30% of the total—
can be counted on to be user-friendly.)
Out here on the bluffs overlooking the
ocean, the wind really beats on you, and it
makes a 40-mile ride seem a lot longer.
You could get lucky and catch a calm
day—they do happen—but don’t count
on it.

A general note about the wind: it’s always
difficult to predict the direction of the
wind on any given ride, and that is never
more true than on this section of Califor-
nia coast. Sometimes the wind blows
down out of the northwest (from the Gulf
of Alaska) and sometimes it blows up
from the southwest (the “Pineapple
Express” from Hawaii). It even blows out
of the east occasionally...a hot, dry wind
from the interior. All of the breezes,
regardless of where they originate, will

curl and twist along any path of least resistance—up a river
valley, through a low gap in the hills, across a lagoon,
eddying around a headland—so that an actual westerly
wind may strike you as a southerly one if you’re in a valley
oriented that way. About all I can say with more than a 50/
50 chance of being right is that the wind usually blows
harder in the afternoon. I’ve tried to take some prevailing
weather patterns into account when laying out this tour,
but can’t promise you won’t have to slog away into the
wind at some point. In fact, I can almost promise that you
will have to...but I can’t tell you where. The trick with
headwinds is to forget any preconceived notion of how fast
you should be going and just resign yourself to taking a
little longer to get the job done over that stretch of road.

The ride begins with a cruise up Bear Valley Road. Just past
the entrance to the national park is a small hill, and that’s
the only significant climb you’ll encounter in the first
seven miles, as you ride alongside Tomales Bay to the town
of Inverness. This is a quiet, mostly residential community,
with a few shops and restaurants, and a number of docks
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and support facilities for sailing on the bay. (Sea kayaking is
popular on Tomales Bay, and you can arrange to try it with
guides and boats located at your campground. For what it’s
worth, Tomales Bay is also home to a large population of
Great White Sharks.) Once off Bear Valley Road, you’re
riding on Sir Francis Drake Boulevard, the same road you
were on heading into Fairfax yesterday. It’s the longest,
most varied road in Marin County, beginning at San
Quenton Prison on the shores of San Francisco Bay and
winding all the way to today’s destination, the lighthouse at
the westernmost tip of the county, and the further west you
go on it, the lighter the traffic load becomes.

Sir Francis Drake looms large in local lore. In a few miles,
you’ll ride past Drake’s Beach, thought by most historians
to be the site where that plucky Elizabethan mariner
landed in 1579 on his circumnavigation of the globe. This
has never been established for certain, and many other
history buffs dispute the claim, placing Drake’s landing at
various other spots between central California and Oregon.
However, no firm evidence has ever been produced to back
up these assertions, and Drake’s Beach
remains first among all the claimants.

After Inverness, the road tilts up in a
moderate grade of about a mile, rising
through dense, mostly deciduous forest
before descending steadily out onto the
more open, usually windswept bluffs
closer to the ocean. You pass the turn to
the bonus-miles option at the top of the
rise...Pierce Point Road. You can do it
now, but I suggest you wait and tackle it
on the way back from the lighthouse,
after you see how much energy the hills
and wind have taken out of you. There are
several small climbs between here and
the lighthouse, most gaining 200' or 300'
in a mile or so. In contrast to the lush
woods back near Inverness, trees are

sparse out here—usually a few wind-sculpted cy-
presses—and the landscape is quite austere. But in
season the open fields are freckled with wildflowers:
buttercups, poppies, iris, owl’s clover, lupine, and
many more. In spite of this being a national park, the
hills are still grazed by herds of dairy cows, and a
handful of remote farms (all over 100 years old) are
spaced out along the road. Indeed, the road passes
right through at least two barnyards.

The steepest climb (about 300' in half a mile) is the
last one just before the end of the road. It lifts you up
to the final, rocky buttress of the continent as it
shoulders out into the blue-green sea, with the
lighthouse at its tip. The feeling of being thrust out
into the vast, forever ocean is powerful and exhilarat-
ing here. In places, as you ride along the knife-edge
ridge of rock leading out to the point, you can see
ocean far below off either side of the road. This is an
excellent spot for whale watching, as gray whales pass

very close to the point on their migrations along the coast.
If you drive a car to this point, you have to park and walk
the final half mile, but you can ride your bike all the way to
the viewpoint overlooking the light. Then, if you have the
right shoes for it, you can walk down to the lighthouse, and
then walk back up...over 300 steps each way (above). And
speaking of retracing your steps, you now get to ride back
the way you came: all your climbs become descents, all
your headwinds tailwinds, and vice versa.

If you do have the wherewithal to tackle the additional out-
&-back on Pierce Point Road, you’re in for a treat. Most of
the old farms in the park aren’t particularly interesting or
historically significant, but Pierce Ranch (below), at the
end of this road, is the exception. Established in 1859, this
prosperous dairy farm escaped any unfortunate remodeling
or “improvements” and survived in more-or-less original
form until the Park Service latched onto it and set about a
careful restoration. Now it stands as a classic (and lovely)
example of the 19th-century California farm. Large barns,
milking and calving sheds, a smithy, a bunkhouse...even a
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one-room school house...all are beautifully preserved, and
all are deployed neatly around a grassy central courtyard.
The only modern touches are the small dirt parking lot and
a few information placards...no guided tours, no standing
behind ropes, no tourist facilities. For the most part, it feels
like a place time passed by...quiet and serene...a window
onto another, earlier world. You first see the farm com-
pound from high above, as you ride over the summit of a
hill. It looks perfect and tidy, nestled in a little saddle in the
hills, with the ocean to the west and Tomales Bay to the
east...and it looks even better up close.

To get to and from Pierce Ranch takes some doing. From
Sir Francis Drake Blvd, you climb a small hill and then
descend very gradually for most of five miles...from around
400' down to near sea level at Kehoe Beach. (It’s quite likely
that you will see herds of elk in this area.) You then climb
over 400' in about a mile. It’s a stiff pull, and it looks nasty
from the bottom, as you can see most of it ramping up
the hillside right in front of you...one of those “in-
your-face” climbs. After a brief run along the ridgeline
(with gorgeous views in all directions), you begin the
descent to the ranch (down about 250'). The road
continues past the ranch but peters out in a turn-
around in just a few hundred yards. I recommend this
side trip highly. In fact, I was tempted to make it the
primary destination for the day, with the lighthouse as
the add-on. It’s a toss-up which is the better ride. I
guess the only solution is to do them both!

I’d like to recommend two other little roads in these
hills. These are not official Bonus Miles add-ons for
today’s stage, as I reckon the wind and hills on the first
two legs of the ride will be enough for most people,
but in case you have still more energy to burn, try
these. 1. Mt Vision Overlook Road climbs (and climbs
and climbs) up from Sir Francis Drake (see map) and
rewards you with great views and pretty scenery along
the way. It’s an out-&-back. 2. Near the Bear Valley end

of Sir Francis Drake, Balboa Avenue climbs
steeply into the hills before dead-ending. How-
ever, it’s only a dead-end for cars. There is a gate
in the fence at the end that allows cyclists to pass
through to a left turn onto Limantour Road, and
here, your reward for all the climbing is a great
descent on Limantour back to Bear Valley Road.

Day 2: Olema to Duncans Mills

57 miles, 4000' up, 4000' down

51 miles, 2000' up, 2000' down

The shorter, flatter route today is one of the
easier days on the tour, while the longer route
offers a couple of  really challenging climbing
sections. You get what you pay for though: those
climbs take you away from busy Hwy 1 and up
onto some quiet hilltops with superb scenery. If
you’re skipping the Lighthouse ride, today’s

easier route should make a good recovery day from the big trek
over Mt Tam.

There are two jokers in the deck today: winds and traffic. Both
can be minimized by getting an early start. As noted before, the
winds are stronger in the afternoon, so if they are blowing out
of the northwest, you’ll want to get most of your run up
Tomales Bay and along the ocean done before they really pick
up. Ditto for traffic. Most of what we’re concerned with on Hwy
1 is tourist traffic, and if you start early (no later than 8:00
a.m.), you should be halfway done before your average tourist
has finished breakfast and fired up the old land yacht. (Don’t
confuse this part of Hwy 1 with some of the busier sections near
big cities. It’s often very quiet on the coast up here. On a
weekday morning, you may ride for a mile or two at a time
between passing cars. It only seems busy compared to some of
the really remote backroads we do.)
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I start the route with the same run up Bear Valley Road
that began the Point Reyes Lighthouse ride. If you did that
one and don’t want to repeat the same road, just head
north out of camp up Hwy 1. It’s a nice road too...just not
as nice as Bear Valley. It will mess up the mileage a bit, vis
a vis your route slip, but it’s a simple route today, and you
ought to be able to deal with that. Both roads lead to the
town of Point Reyes Station. This is an interesting town.
For many years, it was primarily a no-nonsense farm town,
with the emphasis on feed stores and agricultural supplies.
That element is still very much in evidence, although it
now seems to have been eclipsed by stylish, touristy
entrepreneurs cashing in on the steady flow of visitors to
the relatively new, nearby national park, and by the same
counterculture crowd animating the rest of the region,
from Bolinas to western Sonoma County. Altogether, it
makes a pleasant mix of down-home and new-age. There
are several nice shops in town and a few decent eateries as
well. There is a good supermarket where you can replenish
your supplies.

The route leaves the town by way of a brief
residential detour off the main highway.
Eventually—back on Hwy 1—after a
gradual climb and a quick downhill, you
roll out onto the shore of Tomales Bay
(both photos previous page)...the opposite
side of the bay from where you were
yesterday on the Lighthouse ride. It’s
appropriate that the town on the far shore
should be named Inverness, as this stretch
of bay looks very much like one of the
beautiful lochs of Scotland. You dip up and
down and in and out along the scalloped
edge of the bay and finally level out for one
of the rare truly flat sections on this tour,
as you ride past the fishing village of
Marshall, strung out for a couple of miles
along the road, with the houses and shops
hung out over the water. There are no

services in Marshall, except for a couple of restau-
rants. Fond of raw oysters? This is the place to get
’em. They’re very fresh: I’ve had a waitress take my
order, pull on hip boots, and wade out into the
oyster beds in the bay to gather up my serving.

After Marshall, the road goes roly-poly again, with a
series of 50' bumps up and over little hills along the
bay. Near the top of the bay, it heads inland along-
side Walker and Keyes Creeks to the pretty village of
Tomales. At just over 20 miles, this is a good spot for
a break, with a little general store and a bakery
across the street from each other. The bakery has a
patio out front with a scattering of chairs for
basking in the sun (left)...very welcoming for
cyclists. If your sags aren’t supplying you with water,
there’s a hose bib on the side of the US Hotel, kitty-
corner from the bakery. Patrons of the bakery can
water up at the bathroom sink.

After a bakery break, head west on Dillon Beach
Road and then, after a brief climb, turn north on Middle
Road (below). This is a very enjoyable road, slipping
downhill to the Estero San Antonio before climbing again
under a beautiful colonnade of cypress and eucalyptus
trees. You may have a feeling of deja vu as you pass the
estero, and justifiably so: you were here a couple of days
ago on the West County cruise, heading east on Whitaker
Bluff. Middle does a couple of confusing jogs—once at
Whitaker Bluff and then at the junction with Marsh Road—
but you keep tracking north until you reach Hwy 1, just
outside the town of Valley Ford (deja vu all over again). Had
you not just stopped in Tomales, I would suggest stopping
here. The Valley Ford market also has chairs and a picnic
table out front for taking a load off, and they will let you fill
water bottles at the sink in the back room.

Heading north on Hwy 1 out of Valley Ford means
rollers...big rollers. Over the next four miles, the road will
go up and down four times, like an extremely large wash-
board, climbing or descending at least a hundred feet each
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half-mile. At about mile 31, you pass the junction
with Bodega Hwy, coming out from Santa Rosa and
Sebastopol. That’s your key to begin looking for the
turn onto Bay Hill Road, the first optional, hilly
detour of the day. It will come up a little less than a
mile after the junction and it’s easy to miss: just a
little backroad obscured by bushes in the middle of a
downhill (mile 31.8). The “long” route is actually
shorter than the “short” route—by about two miles.
The substantive difference is hills. The more moder-
ate route stays on Hwy 1 and is the kind of section
where it would be great to be on a tandem, or sucking
wheel behind one: a 2% downhill for about four
miles, followed by some small rollers through the
fishing village of Bodega Bay (shooting locale for
Alfred Hitchcock’s The Birds). Bodega Bay is a
thriving community, with several restaurants, a small
market, and a service station.

Bay Hill—the hillier option—shortcuts around and
above the town, climbing about 600' in a little over
two miles. Much of that is nearly flat, with most of
the climbing concentrated in a few shorter, steeper
pitches. This is generally a very quiet road, although
the locals all know it’s two miles shorter than the
highway, and often drive it at highway speeds. The
views from the top are wonderful (top photo),
overlooking Bodega Harbor and the ocean beyond,
with vistas off the back side of the ridge down into
pristine Salmon Creek canyon.

The two routes rejoin just north of Bodega Bay, but
only stay together for about two miles before the
hillier—and this time longer—route diverges again
on Coleman Valley Road (bottom photo). During
those two miles, you descend to sea level at the beach
town of Salmon Creek (no services) and then pop out
onto the cliff above the beach for your first opportu-
nity to ride next to the crashing surf along the
beautiful Sonoma coast (middle). Once the two

routes diverge this time, they won’t get together
again until camp, so before discussing the hillier
route, let’s take the basic route all the way to its
conclusion.

It traverses the low cliffs next to the beach,
dipping into and dancing out of one little rocky
cove after another, sometimes with the waves
breaking against sea stacks and arch rocks just
yards from the highway. The road climbs in fits
and starts to about 250' on the bluff above Goat
Rock State Park and then drops suddenly to a
bridge across the Russian River. You leave Hwy 1
at the north end of the bridge and head upstream
alongside the river on an almost level run into the
finish of the ride in Duncans Mills. If you’re
observant and lucky, you may see osprey diving for
their dinner along this stretch of the river. They
nest in the tall trees on the far bank.
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Casini Ranch is a very pleasant campground snuggled down
in a wooded bend in the river just beyond the village. There
are hundreds of tent sites right on the river or tucked away
in the trees. The nearby pioneer Victorian village of
Duncans Mills is so picturesque and quaint it’s almost too
good to be true. In fact, it isn’t quite authentic...many of
the pretty old buildings were built or brought here and
tarted up in the past 40 years or so. Nevertheless, it looks
great and feels right, and the inoffensively ersatz collection
of old structures houses some very nice shops, a good
restaurant and a coffee house. It’s a popular watering hole
for local cyclists, who can often be seen stoking up on lattés
and mochas or just kicking back on the bench in front of
the old train station.

If the coastal route is so nice, you may ask yourself why you
would want to abandon it for a wickedly
steep climb up into the hills (the
Coleman Valley option). Several reasons:
if the wind is blowing down the coast,
the hills may seem like the lesser of two
evils; and if the traffic on Hwy 1 becomes
tiresome, this quiet mountain track will
be the perfect tonic for your nerves.
Also, it’s just flat-out, drop-dead
gorgeous...one of the classic cycling
roads in the North Bay. The worst comes
first on this detour, as the road kicks up
800' in the first 1.5 miles, switchbacking
up the steep mountainside before
leveling off for a run along the ridgeline.
More climbs follow—less severe this
time—and the road tops out at 1100'
among high, sheep-cropped meadows
and stately stands of huge old oak and
bay trees.

Give one last, backward glance to the

panorama of ocean and coastline—you can see Mt
Tam, where you were cycling just the other day...so
far away now—and then plunge downhill between
split-rail fences on a dive through the woods to the
little valley that gives the road its name. Just
beyond the old one-room school house (left), the
road tilts up again and you have to climb another
couple of hundred feet getting out the other end of
the valley before a fast, smooth, and deceptively
treacherous descent into the town of Occidental.
(Yes, the same Occidental you visited on the West
County ride.) You leave town on Bohemian Hwy
again, only this time, you head in the opposite
direction: north. This too is a sweet descent, with
silky smooth pavement down to the town of Camp
Meeker. It’s an absolute blast of a downhill, with
one snappy curve after another to challenge your
handling skills. After about three miles of this fun,
the grade eases off, but still stays mildly downhill,
as you follow Dutch Bill Creek all the way to the
riverfront town of Monte Rio and then turn west

on Moscow Road to follow the Russian River the final 2.5
miles to camp.

Day 2.1: Optional King Ridge Loop Day

53 miles, 4500' up, 4500' down

68 miles, 6000' up, 6000' down

King Ridge Road is considered by many to be the crown
jewel of North Bay cycling roads. Numerous articles have
appeared in bike magazines extolling its charms. One
writer called it “the land of dreams,” “the best ride ever,”
and “God’s cycling theme park,” while another stated,
“without a doubt, the most beautiful road I’ve ever ridden.”
(In a small flight of journalistic license, the latter article
was incorrectly illustrated with a photo of West Ridgecrest,
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the wonderful road up to Mt Tam that we visited a couple of
days ago.) I suspect those writers—condemned by their
jobs to live and ride mostly in Los Angeles—were blown
away by their first exposures to the North Bay hills, and
that any of several other roads might have elicited the same
euphoric rapture and the same florid prose. It is a beautiful
road, but the most beautiful road in the world? Well...

For another perspective, ask the pros: this loop was the
centerpiece of a stage on the late, lamented Coors Classic
road race. (The race started and ended in Santa Rosa and
not only did what you’ll do today, but also what you did
yesterday: the climb up Coleman Valley. After you’ve
finished this ride, think about putting all that together in a
110-mile package, and think about averaging over 25-mph,
as they did.) They did it in a chilly, pea-soup fog, so they
probably didn’t have occasion to notice the scenery much,
but as for the challenging terrain, they formed very decided
opinions. Ron Keifel characterized it as “a death
march,” while Alexi Grewal termed it “fucking scary!”

Clearly, this ride makes a vivid impression on people,
whether for its eye-popping scenery, its quad-popping
climbs, or its daunting descents. If it’s not the most
beautiful ride ever, it’s certainly on a short list of such
rides, and as for the terrain, if you tackle it at some-
thing less than pro-race pace, it needn’t be a death
march. Nevertheless, I suggest only fit, self-sufficient
cyclists attempt this ride. This is another opportunity
for the less ambitious members of your party to relax
and have an easy day. One could happily wile away a
day on the beach at camp or prowling around in the
shops of Duncans Mills. Or you could accompany the
ridge riders on the first, flat leg of their journey and
return to camp with a 20-mile out-&-back...and then
go lie on the beach.

The ride begins by heading west back through
Duncans Mills and then working east up the other
side of the river to Cazadero Highway, which turns

north and follows pretty Austin Creek (photo,
previous page) on a nearly flat run up to the
little town of Cazadero. King Ridge Road
begins just on the north edge of town at mile
9. It doesn’t become seriously hilly for
another couple of miles, so those doing a
short out-&-back could noodle along this way
until things turn vertical. (For those turning
around: notice on the map the road that runs
down the other side of Austin Creek...Austin
Creek Road. You can cross the creek a couple
of miles south of Cazadero and ride a differ-
ent road on your way back to camp. You
could also turn left at the River Road junc-
tion and head east into Monte Rio, cross the
river and head west back to camp on Moscow
Road. Then you’d have hardly any backtrack-
ing at all on a nice 25-mile loop.)

The main (but by no means only) climbing
on King Ridge begins just over two miles into the road with
a moderate, one-mile ascent, followed by a mile of down,
and then a really brutal climb of 1.3 miles. A mile of easy,
slightly uphill rollers leads to another very stiff climb of
just under a mile. At this point, you’ve reached the real
world of King Ridge (both photos, this page)..the part that
everyone raves about. Although there are several more
significant climbs ahead, for the most part now, you ride
along the ridgeline, with views off one side or the other. At
one point, the road tiptoes along a spine of ridge where
there are panoramic views off both sides of the road at
once...to the west out over the far, blue Pacific, and to the
east spanning rank on rank of empty, serried hills. Every
inch of this ride is beautiful, but up on the ridgeline, the
vistas are so stunning, so transcendent, even the most
hardened hammerheads slow down and gaze in awe. This is
it: purest bike heaven. This is why we ride.
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Eventually (at mile 25), King Ridge ends. Now you have to
decide whether to stick with the basic route (left on Hauser
Bridge Road) or do the add-on (right on Tin Barn Road).
Normally, I’m gung-ho about doing all the bonus miles, but
in this case, I’m not pushing it too hard. The extra loop is
quite difficult, and from a scenic point of view, the net gain
is minimal...it’s beautiful, but so is the basic route. Let’s
follow the basic route for now...

Over the next 22 miles, the road you’re on will change
names from Hauser Bridge to Seaview to
Fort Ross to Meyer’s Grade without really
making any turns. It’s all good stuff
though, whatever it’s called. Hauser goes
downhill the way elevator shafts do: a
wild, corkscrew, one-mile white-knuckler,
culminating in a 20% plunge to a one-
lane, iron-grate bridge over the Gualala
River. (It was here that Grewal rolled a
sew-up off the rim, prompting his
colorful assessment of the conditions.)
After the bridge, you have to climb back
out of the canyon into which you just
dropped...a steep pitch of 1.7 miles,
followed by five miles of more moderate
ups and downs (mostly ups) along
Seaview (above), where you hardly view
the sea at all. The only place to refill your
water bottles in the 40 miles between
Cazadero and Jenner is at the Fort Ross

elementary school on Seaview...don’t miss it. Those who
did the extra loop will rejoin the basic route when Seaview
turns into Fort Ross.

Throughout the climbs on Hauser and Seaview, you’ve been
riding in the trees...close-up scenery without any panora-
mas... but once you hit Fort Ross and Meyers Grade, you
emerge onto a ridge above the ocean with views to forever.
In my opinion, this is almost as wonderful a section as King
Ridge. It’s not as long—only five miles, as opposed to 16—
but it makes up for it with silky-smooth pavement—King
Ridge is often bumpy—and with stunning views. On a clear
day, you can look all the way back down the coast to
Tomales Bay and to Mt Tam in the far distance. But you
may forget to notice the view, once you begin the hair-
raising 16% downhill to Hwy 1 (below) And the beat goes
on when you turn onto Hwy 1, with another couple of
miles of descent so dizzily twisted the locals call it
Dramamine Drive. You drop all the way to the beach, climb
a small hill, and then traverse the cliff face above the
crashing surf, arriving in a couple of miles at the mouth of
the Russian River and the town of Jenner. If you look down
at the sand bar by the mouth of the river, you ought to be
able to see a large colony of seals basking on the sand. After
Jenner, the route turns up River Road and follows the same
level section back to Duncans Mills that ended yesterday’s
basic route.

So what do the die-hard gluttons for punishment get for all
their effort on the long loop? Heading north from King
Ridge, Tin Barn Road climbs and descends a series of small
hills, topping out in a couple of miles in front of a structure
so unexpected and strange that you’ll have to stop and
gape. It’s Odiyan, a vast Buddhist temple, with copper and
gold roofs gleaming in the sun (photo, next page). It looks
as if it were picked up whole in southeast Asia and airlifted
to this remote mountaintop. The people who maintain the
temple are very private, and a hedge of evergreens and
cyclone fencing keep the curious at bay. Those doing the
basic route might consider riding just this far on Tin Barn
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to see this astonishing temple before returning to Hauser Bridge.

For those continuing, the far side of this summit turns abruptly
into a screaming, 50-mph downhill chute through the trees,
followed by more woodsy rollers. At the end of Tin Barn, you bear
left and follow the signs to Stewarts Point. From the Tin Barn-
Stewarts point junction until you rejoin the basic route at Fort
Ross/Meyer’s Grade, you’ll be following the path of the infamous
Terrible Two Double Century. Once again the road plunges
steeply downhill through the trees on a fast, technical run to
another crossing of the Gualala River, and then it climbs again—
about 300'—before dropping to the Stewarts Point store at the
junction with Hwy 1. This is a great place for a rest stop (mile
34). The market has typical convenience-store fare. There are
bathrooms and a nice deck overlooking the sea.

The run south on Hwy 1 is every bit as pretty as the seaside ride
you did yesterday on the way to Duncans Mills. Sometimes
you’re on the cliff above the surf (right) and sometimes winding

away back through the coastal forest. It may seem
almost level after the steep mountain roads you’ve
been on, but it actually gains almost 1000' in the 15
miles down to Fort Ross. At the Fort Ross junction,
you can either turn left and begin climbing, or you
can turn right and become a tourist. The attraction
is Fort Ross, the old Russian fur-trapping post. It
was the only Russian colonial settlement on the
California coast, or indeed on the entire west coast.
It has been carefully and extensively restored.
Unlike quiet Pierce Ranch, this is a big deal, with a
large visitors’ center, rangers and docents, and all
the old buildings filled with period furnishings. You

walk from site to site carrying a radio-telephone,
and as you near some point of interest, the nifty
little radio begins telling you all about it.

Whether you visit the fort or not, the next piece
of road you have to ride is the big climb on Fort
Ross Road (left). It gains 1500' in 2.5 miles (11%)
and is one of the toughest climbs on any tour we
offer. It’s only one lane wide in most places, so
shoelacing your way up the steep sections isn’t an
option. You just have to get after it. Most of it is
tree-covered and very quiet, with occasional
glimpses of the ocean below. It would be ex-
tremely pleasant if it weren’t so darn hard! When
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you finally get to the top, you rejoin the basic route as it moves
onto Meyers Grade. It is possible to shoot straight down Hwy 1
from the fort and avoid this climb, but the main highway is by no
means flat and carries much more traffic...and you’d also miss
wonderful Meyers Grade. When this section of Hwy 1 was closed
for repairs recently—with all the traffic detouring along Meyers
Grade—local cyclists liked to ride along the empty section of the
main highway. The views are great. Normally though, when the
bulk of the traffic is on Hwy 1, the bike riders opt for the less-
traveled route up Fort Ross and down Meyers Grade.

Day 3: Duncans Mills to Cloverdale

50 miles, 1500' up, 1000' down

60 miles, 2500' up, 2000' down

This is another relatively easy day. This is the beginning of what
people think of when they talk about Wine Country tours, as you
head up the Russian River Valley, bend north along Dry Creek
Valley, and end up in Alexander Valley...three very prestigious
grape-growing regions and the heart of Sonoma County’s
viticultural empire. But the first few miles of the ride, along the
lower reaches of the river, are better
known for their tall trees than their
grape vines. If you’re not a native
Northern Californian and thus already
blasé about giant redwoods, we’ll give
you an opportunity to experience them
at their best.

You begin by turning left out of Casini
Ranch and heading east up Moscow
Road. You’ll be riding through redwoods
most of the morning, both on this road
and after you cross the river at the town
of Monte Rio (above) and head up the
other bank to the town of Guerneville
(pronounced GURN-ville). Monte Rio is
small and mildly scruffy. Guerneville is a

bit larger and has modest ambitions of being a
happening resort town, with nice shops and good
places to eat. Most of the houses in this area were
originally built as rather flimsy summer cottages.
Now, most of them are lived in  year ’round. The
rent is cheap, reflecting the fact that the river has a
rather tiresome habit of flooding everything in sight
up to a level several feet above the road. Altogether,
the region has the faintly funky, lazy ambience that
seems to go with river towns everywhere. There is a
large Safeway here for resupply.

When you get to Guerneville (mile 7), I throw you
your first curve of the day: you can head straight
through town on River Road and continue on your
way upstream to wine country and camp...short and
easy. Or you can turn right, cross the river, and
begin the optional longer route. Or you can turn left
on Armstrong Woods Road and take a side trip to
Armstrong Redwoods State Reserve. You’ve been
riding through redwoods for the first few miles, but

those were all babies...second or third growth trees of only
moderate size. (Guerneville was logged so heavily in
pioneer days that the town’s nickname was Stumptown.)
But this small grove two miles north of town escaped the
saw and remains as a beautiful preserve of old-growth
redwoods (below).

If you’ve never seen really large, old redwoods, you must do
this detour, and even if you have seen them before, this is a
nice spot to enjoy them again. All the clichés about feeling
as if you’re in a cathedral are justified by these grand old
beings. I’ve laid out the simplest loop into and out of the
park (all of it nearly dead-level), but feel free to expand
upon my route and explore. Armstrong Woods Road is a
dead end, but it continues beyond my route through the
redwood grove and climbs very steeply up over the
hills...1300' of gain in just over two miles, including one
authentic 20% pitch. It may be the steepest road in the
county. I’m not including this as a recommended option.
I’m just noting its existence. If you want to tackle it, go for
it! It’s a neat road...but you’d better have some serious
climbing gears and the legs to match.
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After communing
with the big trees,
you return on
Armstrong Woods
Road to Guerneville
and now have more
decisions to make.
This is where the
short and long
routes diverge. The
short route turns
left on River Road
along a flat and
rather messy
stretch of commer-
cial sprawl...the
continuation of
Guerneville’s
business district. Beyond the little hamlet of Rio Nido,
the clutter thins out and soon you’re riding past the
first vineyards of the day surrounding the Korbel
Champagne works. Leave River Road at Westside
Road—a left just before a big steel bridge at Hacienda
(if you cross the bridge, you’ve gone too far)—and
head steeply uphill on Westside (uphill for just a tenth
of a mile). Then settle into miles and miles of easy
rollers, with either leafy forest or vineyard bordering
the road. Three miles up Westside, the long route
rejoins, so let’s go back to Guerneville and follow
their route to this point.

The long route crosses the Russian River—just across
River Road from Armstrong Woods Road—on an old
auto bridge that today only handles bikes and pedes-
trians. (The new auto bridge is just a block to the left
and will get you to exactly the same place on the
other bank.) You’re now on Hwy 116 (also known as
Pocket Canyon), but just beyond the bridge(s), the
route turns off the main highway onto tiny Mays
Canyon, a shady, lumpy little lane through deep forest
(above). After climbing and descending one short hill

on Mays, the route rejoins 116 for one mile and
then bails again, this time onto Green Valley Road.
This beautiful road will be your home for the next
seven miles, during which time it will travel from
deep redwood forest up and over a short, steep
summit, and down into the pretty valley that gives
the road its name. Deep forest gives way to scattered
oaks and bays, pastures and vineyards.

After crossing Hwy 116 for the last time, you turn
left on Vine Hill Road and climb gently through
vineyards and horse ranches. At the bottom of a
swift, twisting descent on Vine Hill, the route
follows a series of rapid road changes that appear
more confusing on paper than they do on the road.
One helpful hint: you’re currently following the
route of the Wine Country Century, a popular local

ride held on the first
weekend in May. If you’re
here anytime after that
date in the Spring or
Summer, you should be
able to follow their red
“WCC” arrows chalked on
the road all the way up to
Asti Road...at least 30 miles
away. This confusing series
of road changes carries you
through rolling country,
past either broadleaf forest
or vineyards, and finally
sends you back over the
river on rusty, rustic
Wohler Bridge (left), at
which point you rejoin the
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short route, having logged an exrta ten miles and slogged
up several fairly significant hills and down their other sides.

Midway along Westside Road, you pass through the
Sweetwater Springs Historic District, a wide spot in the
road highlighted by the grand old hop kiln barn at Hop
Kiln Winery (photo, previous page) Hearty, dark hops used
to be a major crop in Sonoma County before Prohibition
and big, bland, brand-name beers wiped out the little
brewers. (Now, with the resurgence of the micro-breweries,
some local farmers are planting hops again.) There are
numerous old hop-drying barns in the area, and this stately
old stone structure is one of the finest examples.

By the way, you may notice Sweetwater Springs Road on
the map and consider it as an alternative. It is definitely
worth considering. At one time, I had it down as an official
option today, but I eventually deep-sixed the idea because
there were just too many confusing options already today.
It’s an incredibly beautiful and remote road, but it’s very
steep—climbing 1000' in two miles—and some of the
pavement is pretty grotty. You may also
notice Rio Nido Road, which appears to be
a very good shortcut from Armstrong
Woods to River Road. It is. But again, I left
it off the official route in the interest of
simplicity. You can follow it if you want (if
you’re doing the short route). In the end, I
decided it was just one option too many for
today’s route. That’s the problem with this
tour: so many roads; so little time.

An aside about wineries: you will pass
dozens of them over the next three days,
and you may be tempted to stop for tasting.
I discourage this for a couple of reasons.
First, riding while under the influence is
just as unacceptable as driving while
impaired. You may not  drink to excess
with a taste here and a sip there, but if
you’re riding hard and perhaps becoming a
bit dehydrated, you may be more suscep-
tible to the alcohol than you would be

while having a glass with dinner. Also, the
wineries generally take a dim view of cyclists
liberally sampling their wares when they
clearly have no intention of buying a few
bottles and carting them off on their bikes.
However, you might arrange to visit a winery
with your sag driver and have him pick up a
bottle or two to go with your dinner tonight.

West Dry Creek Road (below) offers more of
the same vineyard scenery as Westside, as well
as more easy rollers, only with a little less
traffic. This is one of the most popular riding
roads in the area. Every tour company runs a
stage up or down this road, and several
centuries, fund-raising rides, and triathlons
use it as well. It’s especially important to be on
your best behavior with respect to riding two

or three-abreast or otherwise making yourself a bicycle-
pest when riding in this area. The locals have to put up
with hoards of riders every day of the week, and they get a
little tired of having to negotiate rolling bicycle blockades
every time they leave home. It’s easy to see why it’s such a
popular cycling destination: superb scenery, light traffic,
and gentle but never boring terrain.

You leave Dry Creek Valley via Dutcher Creek Road, one of
the few real climbs of the day—just under 400'  in a couple
of miles—and then coast down into the northern end of
Alexander Valley near the town of Cloverdale. In spite of its
cool, green name, Cloverdale is usually the hottest spot in
the North Bay, with summer temperatures well over 100°
quite common. Fortunately, the day’s route is short and
easy, so you should be in camp before the mercury really
tops out...plus there’s a swimming pool at camp.

If you thought I’d already given you too many alternatives
on this stage, I have to confess it only gets more compli-
cated at this point. You’ll need to consider several variables.
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First, what are you doing tomorrow? You can ride the easy
route straight down Alexander Valley. Or you can do the
hilly route up and over the Geysers. Then you have to think
about something known as the summer crossing. This is a
bridge that is open only in the summer months. (There are
several of these temporary bridges installed along the
Russian River during the low-water season, but this is the
only one we use on our route. They usually open around
Memorial Day and stay open through September.) If it’s
available to you, you’ll go one way, and if not, another.
That’s because the campground is on the other side of the
river on a road that has this temporary bridge at one end of
it. The other end of the road connects year ’round to
Cloverdale. Check the map...it will all make sense eventu-
ally. If the bridge is out, everything is simpler. Just ride
north past Cloverdale and follow the route slip to River
Road and head south to the KOA. Whatever you do tomor-
row won’t matter. There will be just the one way in and out.

However, if the bridge is in, you have to make some
choices. If you intend to do the hilly Geysers option
tomorrow, I suggest you cross on the summer
bridge today. That way, you won’t be backtracking
over your route tomorrow. If you plan on heading
south on the flatter, Alexander Valley route tomor-
row, you may want to ride into Cloverdale today
and leave the camp tomorrow via the summer
bridge, so that you don’t backtrack your route. If
you don’t give a hoot about backtracking and would
rather save a few miles, do the summer crossing
coming and going. I apologize for making this all
so muddled, but I’m sure you’d rather have to
puzzle through it here, on paper, than ride to the
end of the road and find the bridge missing, as I
did, the first time I rode this section.

The summer bridge bypasses the town of
Cloverdale. The basic (no summer crossing) route
also bypasses the town, but only by a block or so. If
you do ride through the town, you’ll find it a
pleasant little community with no special

attractions...just a quiet town where
people live, with very little in the way of
tourist or resort interest. Cloverdale is
growing rapidly, with a new Del Webb
retirement community under construc-
tion at the time this book was being
prepared. The town may look substan-
tially altered by the time you ride here,
which is why I route you around the edge
of town, rather than up the main street.
There are decent supermarkets here for
resupply, although a better shopping
alternative might have been Healdsburg,
just off our route earlier in the day.
Although our route bypasses Healdsburg
(pronounced HEELDS-burg), you may
wish to go off-course and be a tourist
there. It’s the hub of all the wine-related

culture and activity in Sonoma County and has numerous
trendy, stylish shops and bistros arrayed around its beauti-
ful central town square.

This has been an easy ride, but it has a little stinger in its
tail: the “driveway” to the Alexander Valley KOA is over a
mile long and climbs 400' in that distance. It’s actually a
great little road, and as you huff and puff up this last hill of
the day, you can console yourself with the thought of
zooming down it on your way out of camp in the morning.
The camp is in a lovely setting on a knoll overlooking the
valley. There is a pretty little pond and all the usual
campground services.

If the miles seem a little short for the hard-core hammers
in your group, consider an out-&-back on Mill Creek Road,
off Westside Road (see map). This beautiful, very quiet road
climbs and descends for several miles into the hills along
the side of the river valley. Near its end, there is a brutal
climb—one of the steepest in the county—which will make
even the toughest riders feel they’ve earned their stripes
today. Another detour worth noting is a run up Dry Creek
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Road to the Lake Sonoma Visitor Center and Fish Hatchery,
two miles beyond your turn at Dutcher Creek. You won’t see
the lake from here—you’re below the dam—but there are
other attractions: a nice picnic area, restrooms, an informative
natural history display, and all the interesting piscatorial stuff
that goes with the hatchery.

Day 4: Cloverdale to Calistoga

60 miles, 4000' up, 4300' down

41 or 49* miles, 1500' up, 1800' down

*with or without summer bridge

The mileage and elevation numbers indicate a distinct differ-
ence between the long and short options today, but they hardly
begin to convey the real differences between the two alterna-
tives. The shorter route—with or without the
summer bridge shortcut—is an easy, pleas-
ant, ho-hum ride. Nice, but far from awe-
some. The longer route adds in the Geysers, a
wild, remote corner of Sonoma County
unlike anything else on the tour. It includes
one of the toughest climbs of the tour and
also probably the best descent, as well as
some fine scenery.

All routes descend the snappy little KOA
access road together. At the entrance, those
doing the Geysers turn right and head north
on River Road, as do the short-route riders, if
the summer bridge is not in place. If the
summer crossing is in place, short-route
riders can make it a really easy day by
turning left, crossing the river, and heading
south along Asti Road. This is a nice road of
medium-sized rollers and flats, leading to the
small town of Geyserville and on to Hwy 128
to the point where the routes rejoin at the

south end of Geysers Road. About the only knock on
Asti Road and its continuation to the south—
Geyserville Road—is that they’re essentially frontage
roads for Hwy 101 and spend most of their short
lives running within sight and sound of that busy
highway...not your ideal, peaceful backcountry
experience. However, once you leave the town of
Geyserville on Hwy 128, things improve, as you ride
along a meandering, nearly level route through the
vineyards of Alexander Valley. I urge anyone who
feels up to it to explore the Geysers option, but if it
seems like too much, this is a very enjoyable
alternative—probably the one most of the commer-
cial wine country tours use.

For those taking the high road, the route turns
uphill at around mile six. This is a wild, rugged
stretch of country, with the road sketched very
tentatively along the rocky cliff face of the canyon. A
violent geology below ground and extremes of
weather above pound on this hilly, unstable terrain
in an unending assault on the hard work of the local

road crews. It’s a rare year when there aren’t a few wash-
outs or landslides somewhere along this section of road,
usually mended with a few truckloads of gravel.

The main ascent of the Geysers is divided into three
different sections, each with its own personality. First is an
8.5-mile section with numerous short ups and downs in the
narrow defile of Big Sulphur Creek canyon (both photos).
None of these climbs is particularly long, though some are
steep for short stretches. In between are level runs and
several quite substantial downhills, the final one dropping
you down to an old iron bridge over the creek. This first
section may be my favorite. The canyon is beautiful,
especially if you take the time to slow and peer over the
edge into its rocky depths. In some spots, peering into its
depths is unavoidable: the road narrows to one lane and the
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almost sheer drop-off into the canyon is hard to ignore.

Beyond the bridge, the second section of climb settles down
to a steady  4.5-mile, 800' grade that is never steep, nor
ever level. It’s almost entirely shaded by leafy trees and is
quite pretty, with little brooks splashing down to the road
to join the bigger creek below. Finally, at mile 19.5, the
road turns abruptly right at a junction with Geysers Resort
Road. That name gives you a hint of how this active
geothermal area was originally exploited: folks came to take
the steaming waters (as they still do in Calistoga, at the end
of today’s ride). Now the area is entirely closed off to public
access and is devoted to the production of electricity from
steam generators...the largest such project in the country.
You can’t fail to notice the miles of pipes snaking over the
otherwise empty hills and the steaming power plants off on
distant ridges.

After the hard right turn at the junction, you begin the
third leg of the Geysers climb, and this is the nasty one:
over 750' in 1.5 miles. Somehow those numbers don’t
capture the severity of this climb. It’s an unrelenting wall
for the entire distance and will leave most good cyclists
gasping for air near the top. For moderate riders or those
carrying luggage, it will be the hill from hell. But then,
almost anyone can put up with almost anything for a mile-
and-a-half, and I know many non-hammerhead cyclists
who have successfully pedaled up this pitch without
blowing a gasket. Once at the top, there is a blessed flat
section where one can recover before climbing a few more
small, less steeply canted hills.

There is an actual summit to Geysers Road (above) at 2700',
but it doesn’t announce itself very clearly. After a series of
small climbs and smaller descents, you eventually find
yourself going downhill big-time, and by that you can
surmise you’re on the other side of the mountain...but not
quite done with the climbing, however. After a very fast
descent of a couple of miles, the road tilts up again for
another climb of over a mile (not too steep...shown in the
photo above on the next hill), followed by another good
descent and still another small climb, all the while sur-
rounded by some of the prettiest, emptiest country... rarely
even a mailbox, let alone a house, to indicate any human
element in this vast, rugged landscape. Finally, you’ll arrive
at a second summit beyond which lies nothing but down-
hill for almost five miles (below). This is one of the best
descents to be found on this or any other bike tour. The
road is well engineered and the pavement is generally very
good, lending itself to full-tilt fliers.

Two thoughts before you go ballistic: just because I say it’s
a ripper descent, doesn’t mean you can throw all caution to
the wind. 50-mph speeds are possible on certain sections,
but there are also many technical turns and several cattle
guards to catch you out, and from time to time, the same
gremlins that wash out sections of pavement on the north
end of the road will lay booby traps for you here as
well...some of them extremely nasty. Also (second thought),
spare a moment or two on the way down to check out the
panoramic view. It’s spectacular. (Remember when you
were on the ridge above Sebastopol, looking north to the
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Geysers? Well, now you’re on the Geysers,
looking south over most of the county and
much, much more, off in the far, purple
haze.)

Once this wonderful downhill comes to an
end, you’re at the junction with Red Winery
Road (above), where you rejoin the short
route. Now, for several miles the route travels
flat and mildly rolling roads through thou-
sands of acres of some of the best vineyards in
the world: Alexander Valley. At mile 35, the
route turns left (south) onto Hwy 128, but
you might want to head right for just a couple
of tenths to the Jimtown Store (right). This is
a regular stopping place for cyclists in the
wine country, with benches in front for
basking in the sun, and a water spigot for

filling bottles up the alley at the side.
Inside is a delightful store, combining
antiques, goofy gag gifts, and real general
store merchandise under one hand-
somely restored roof. Best of all, there is
an excellent deli-style lunch counter
with a changing menu of delicious
cuisine.

Back on the road, you continue through
the vineyards on 128 (bottom photo). At
about mile 38, the hills pinch in closer to
the road and the vineyards give way to
tall trees and rocky hills, as the road
squeaks through a narrow draw along
the banks of Mayacama Creek. Once
through the gap, you will be riding in
Knights Valley, the quiet, unpopulated,
unremarked valley that connects

Sonoma County and Napa County. It’s a nice
place to ride...open pastures, tall stands of
mature pines and firs, and a few vineyards. The
road ramps uphill very gently for several miles.
By the way, all the high hills to your left,
including those around the Geysers, are known
as the Mayacamas Mountains, with 4344' Mount
Saint Helena the highest peak. You’ll see it
looming over all the other hills as you ride south
on 128.

(A bonus-miles side track: I’m not making any
extra recommendations for optional add-ons
today, because I feel the big climb up and over
the Geysers is as much work as you really need.
However, if you have any extra energy to burn, I
can at least note three obvious outlets for that
energy. All are out-&-backs up into the moun-
tains on the east side of the road. #1: Pine
Mountain (near the beginning of Geysers Road)
climbs 2100' in six miles and another 300' on
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the return trip. My favorite feature on this road is a
beautiful glade of madrone trees...an entire wood of the
bright red, fleshy trunks. #2: Pine Flat (off Red Winery)
climbs 2000' in 7.5 miles, then levels out for a few miles
and finally climbs another 1000' in a little over a mile, for a
total of 12 miles. This last pitch is brutal, vying with the
top of Armstrong Woods for the distinction of being the
steepest climb in the county. Usually, when cyclists do this
road, they stop at the 7.5-mile level, where there is a superb
view over the valley. #3: Ida Clayton Road (off Hwy 128)
climbs 2200' in eight miles, with 1750' of it in the first four
miles. The best things about this road are the awesome
views up to Mount Saint Helena midway up the climb, and
the mostly level run through a leafy hardwood forest after
the first big climb. Of course, the real best thing about all
three of these roads is coming back down them after the
climbs. All are medium-fast, highly technical descents
which put a premium on handling skills. Of the three, Pine
Flat is probably the most popular with local riders.)

Just beyond Ida Clayton Road, you turn left on Franz Valley
Road (above). It would be okay to continue
on Hwy 128 all the way into Calistoga, but
Franz Valley carries a little less traffic and is
nicer in other, subtle ways. Franz Valley and
then Franz Valley School Road gain a
modest amount of elevation by way of small,
rolling stairsteps up through the woods.
The last climb is a bit more than a roller—a
good, honest climb of a couple of hundred
feet—and then the road topples over into
Napa County—the summit marks the
county line—and descends smoothly and
breezily for two miles, almost to the
Calistoga city limits.

Calistoga (right) is a charming town, famed
for a hundred years or more for its mineral
waters and therapeutic mud baths and spas.
It is now equally well-known as the north-
ern gateway to the Napa Valley wine region.

This is tourist central. There are so many
motels, inns, and B&Bs nearby that I
could fill pages with all their phone
numbers. Instead, I’m just listing the
numbers of some services to match you
with an inn. Anyway, our focus is on
finding a campground. There is one right
in town, at the Napa County Fairgrounds.
However, I believe a better alternative
exists: Bothe-Napa State Park, five miles
south of town on Hwy 29/128. The
campsite at the fairgrounds is just a flat,
dull lawn next to the main arena, with no
aesthetic charm. It tends to fill with RVs,
especially when they have events at the
arena. (Picture yourself trying to sleep
while World of Outlaws sprint cars are
screaming around the arena race track a

couple of hundred yards away.) In contrast, the state park is
in a beautiful country setting in the small hills alongside
the valley. They have a group site as well as numerous
regular tent sites. There is a swimming pool and a nice,
two-mile hike to an historic, water-powered grist mill (or
you can ride there). About the only advantage to the
campground in town is being able to walk downtown to
have dinner and sightsee. But you could ride in from the
state park if you wanted to do that, or just stop on your way
through town the first time. There is a full-service super-
market in Calistoga.

Day 5: Calistoga to Napa

57 miles, 1500' up, 1700' down

30 miles, 500' up, 700' down

Bonus miles: 23-mile out-&-back, 2000'

When most people think of Napa County, they think of
Napa Valley, the heart of the county and center of America’s
most famous wine region. Sonoma County vintners will
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argue that their wines are better, or at least win more
awards than Napa’s, but most would concede that Napa has
the more prestigious reputation, deservedly so or not. In
spite of Sonoma County being bigger and prettier and more
varied, there is a tendency on the part of east coast travel
writers and LA TV shows to label everything in the North
Bay “Napa Valley wine country,” regardless of whether
they’re looking at Sonoma coast beaches or Alexander
Valley vines. It drives the Sonoma County visitors bureau
people crazy, but the local cyclists are happy to let Napa
have all the publicity...and all the road-clogging tourists.

Napa Valley is a simple piece of geography to understand:
three miles wide and about 30 miles long, surrounded by
steep hills but virtually flat on the valley floor...and nearly
every inch turned to vineyards, except for the land covered
by four towns spaced at ten-mile intervals along its length
(from north to south: Calistoga, Saint Helena, Yountville,
and Napa). The valley is actually oriented along a north-
west-to-southeast diagonal, but one tends to think of it
simply as running north-south, with Calistoga at the
upstream, northern end, and Napa at the bottom,  where
the little Napa River flows into San Francisco Bay. Two
main highways run parallel up the entire length of the
valley: Hwy 29/128 on the west side of the valley and
Silverado Trail on the east side. Between
them are about 16 cross-valley connector
roads that tie the two highways together
like rungs on a ladder.

What all this means to a cyclist is equally
simple: flat, almost straight roads,
generally too much traffic, and few ways
to turn the ladder-like grid of roads into
an interesting ride. The mellow terrain
and the pretty vineyards and wineries
make for pleasant 15-mile rides for
couples enjoying a B&B weekend, but
cyclists with more ambitious agendas
soon outgrow the valley. To experience
the best biking that Napa County has to
offer, you need to get up off the valley
floor and work a bit...climb over the hills
and into the nearby but less well-known
valleys. I do allow for the fact that you

may be pooped by now from all the hills
and miles of the past week, and I offer a
simple, 30-mile run straight down the
valley if you are. But, as usual, I urge you
to stick with me here and try the longer
option...you’ll be glad you did. Besides, as
longer options go, this one is relatively
easy.

After a brief run across the valley on one
of the rungs of the ladder (Bale Lane), you
head uphill at mile six on Howell Moun-
tain Road (below). This is an easy,
moderate grade, rarely exceeding 4%.
Getting from the bottom of the climb at

250' to the high point at 1900' (on White Cottage Road)
takes about eight miles, but that includes several flat spots
and small descents. After that, this ride is as close to being
all downhill as any ride can be. Okay, okay...there are a few
very minor rollers, and even one teeny, tiny hill where you
might shift to your little ring...but for the most part, it’s a
breeze. Trust me!

If you have a yen to see more tourist shops, the town of
Saint Helena is just a mile off-route (west on Pope Road,
just at the beginning of the Howell Mountain climb). Saint
Helena is to Napa County what Healdsburg is to Sonoma
County: the chic, trendy, touristy heartbeat at the center of
their wine industry.

Back on course..shortly after the summit on White Cottage,
you turn left onto Ink Grade and head downhill into Pope
Valley. This four-mile descent is great fun...too tight and
twisty to be taken all-out, but probably more entertaining
because of that. At the bottom, you turn right and head
south down Pope Valley arriving at mile 21 at the little
village of the same name. It’s a good place for a stop, but if
it’s Saturday, don’t expect the one store to be open. It’s
owned by Seventh Day Adventists. (I believe this area was
heavily settled by members of that church.) Beyond the
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village, the road name changes to Chiles & Pope Valley
Road (above), but the scenery stays the same: wonderful.
The next ten miles are pure cycling paradise: small rollers,
winding southward through meadows and scattered woods,
with colorful displays of wildflowers bordering the road
(below). At the junction with Lower Chiles Valley Road, our
road veers right and begins a superb three-mile descent,
dancing downhill along the banks of Chiles Creek (top
photo, next page).

As the downhill levels out, the creek flows into Lake
Hennessey (watershed for the city of Napa), and you ride
along the shore of the lake for the next six or seven miles

before descending a little bit more back to the floor of Napa
Valley. After that the route heads generally south down the
valley, mostly along Silverado Trail. This is a fine cycling
road...a little more traffic than is absolutely ideal, but with
huge shoulders to buffer you from the passing parade. The
scenery is vineyards and then more vineyards (bottom
photo, next page), fronted by one fancy winery after another.
There are also some dramatic views of rock spires and cliffs
off to the left of the road.

Just in case you’re still full of pep, you can now add in
today’s bonus miles: take a left on Hardman Avenue near the
southern end of Silverado Trail. Climb up and over a small
hill and turn left on Atlas Peak Road. If done in its entirety,
this is a fairly ambitious undertaking. However, being an up-
&-back, it can be shortened by turning around at whatever
point along Atlas Peak Road you feel you’ve had enough. In
fact, there isn’t any great payoff for making it all the way to
the end, except to say that you did it, and to maximize your
downhill on the way out. There are no scenic viewpoints at
the top...just a turnaround in front of a locked gate in the
woods. The best panoramas are about half-way up the hill.
After that there are many pretty little views of meadows and
woods and quiet farms, but nothing spectacular.

Once on Atlas Peak, you pass first through an area of
expensive homes built around the Silverado Country Club.
As you climb past the golf course, the homes become more
thinly scattered on the rocky hillside. This area was ravaged
by a forest fire a few years back that destroyed virtually
everything in its path, so almost all the houses look very
contemporary... and quite upscale. There is a great deal of
exposed rock here, more than you will see on any other part
of this tour. The higher up the hill you go, the fewer houses
you see and the more open space, filled with rocks, wildflow-
ers, oak and manzanita.

Except for a couple of steep switchbacks near the top, the
main climb is never brutal...nothing that will test a reason-
ably fit rider: probably in the 4-6% range. There is a substan-
tial section that’s flat and even mildly downhill breaking up
the middle of the ascent. The lower, more recently improved
section of the road is wide and smooth, while the upper
section narrows to one lane and is rather bumpy. All of the
climb is lovely, and the return descent is a blast. Doing this
optional side trip all the way to the end will turn a relatively
easy day of 57 miles into a relatively hard day of over 80
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miles. Rather than returning all the way to Silverado Trail
(via Hardman) on the way back, you can shorten the miles,
vary the route, and avoid a little congestion by continuing
straight on Atlas Peak all the way to Hwy 121. Jog left to a
right on Vichy Ave and follow it to Hagen, where another
jog will splice you back into the last leg of the route on
First Avenue.

If you roll straight into Napa on Silverado Trail, you’ll have
to dodge through a bit of busy traffic on the northern
outskirts of the city of Napa before escaping into a network
of quiet, rural/residential roads that lead to
today’s camp. Skyline Wilderness Park is on
the southeast edge of the city of Napa on
Imola Avenue. The 850-acre park sprawls
over foothills that rise above the valley floor
and afford great views over the southern end
of Napa Valley and the northern reaches of
San Francisco Bay. The park contains 25
miles of trails, including hikes to 1500'
Sugarloaf Peak and pretty little Lake Marie.
The campground and most of the intensive
park activities are concentrated near the
entrance. These include an archery range, an
arena for equestrian events, RV hookups, and
a tent-camping area. Skyline has been the
site of a Grundig UCI World Cup mountain
bike race weekend in the Spring. RV spaces
can be reserved here, but the tent sites are
first-come, first served. This is not an
extremely well-known camp though, and
there are usually vacancies, but tent campers
should check before their trip to make sure
their date here doesn’t coincide with some
special event that will max out the camp-
ground. It might also be a good idea to send
a sag wagon ahead to secure your sites early
in the day.

Day 6: Napa to Petaluma

47 miles, 4000' up, 4000' down

48 miles, 2000' up, 2000' down

Bonus miles: 3-mile out-&-back,

300'

The beginning of this ride skirts the south-
ern edge of the city of Napa. The first four
miles are not great back-country cycling...a
little commercial clutter and a few residen-
tial streets. After that, a short, sharp climb
carries you clear of civilization, and shortly
thereafter the two route options diverge.
This is another case where the shorter route
is actually the hillier, harder option.

We’ll follow the hillier route first: after
bending north away from the flatter route, it
climbs gently through rolling, sparsely

wooded hills on what appears to be a journey into the
countryside. However, on the far side of a small climb on
Buhman Road, you plunge downhill straight back into
another housing development. This last reprise of Napa
neighborhoods is entirely residential and not unpleasant,
and once you leave the houses behind at the turn onto
Redwood Road (at about eight miles), the route turns rural
and beautiful and stays that way.

As you climb—gently at first, and then more steeply—
through the dappled shade of a lovely forest of mixed
hardwoods and firs, you are accompanied along the way by
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Redwood Creek, a happily babbling brook in a rocky
cascade beside the road. (Actually, most brooks in this part
of California only babble in the wet Winter and Spring. By
the end of June, they’re nearly all dry arroyos.) When
Redwood Road veers left and you continue straight on Mt
Veeder Road, the creek goes left too, but you inherit its
tributary, Pickle Creek, which continues to dance and sing
beside the road until the climb becomes somewhat steeper
just past 13 miles. The summit is at 14.5 miles, after which
you traverse along the hillside in and out of forest, catch-
ing some nice views through the trees to the valley and
vineyards. Then you plunge downhill for a couple of busy,
thrilling miles. Don’t enjoy yourself too much though. This
is a form of deficit spending, as every foot you lose on the
descent will have to be repaid, with interest, in just a few
minutes when you turn onto Dry Creek Road. (This Dry
Creek Road has nothing to do with the one in Dry Creek
Valley.)

Dry Creek is one of the toughest ascents on this tour. It
climbs about 1000' in just over a mile-and-a-
half (about 12% on average, with most of it
under 10% and a few short, gnarly pitches in
the high teens). The good news is that the
climb is almost entirely in the shade and it
comes early in the day, while you’re relatively
fresh. You’ll hit the steep section (above)
between 19.5 and 21 miles, with another mile
or so of gentle grade after that. Once over the
top, get ready for one of the most exciting
downhills around: a three-mile free fall on
Trinity Grade (middle photo). I could tell you to
stop and look at the view, but in this case, it’s
mostly obscured by trees. Just let gravity do its
thing and hang on for the ride...but be pre-
pared: this can be a fast descent, but it’s also
tight and technical, with several tricky corners
that can easily get away from you.

When you reach the bottom of the hill, you’ve
arrived in the Valley of the Moon (bottom
photo), made famous in the writings of Jack
London. In fact, in a couple of miles, you’ll be
in London’s home town of Glen Ellen and you
can visit his home in Jack London State Park.
It’s at this point that we rejoin the lowland
route, and I’ll say more about Jack London in
that section of the description. For now, I’ll
leave you hill climbers taking a break in Glen
Ellen while I go back to Napa and collect the
flatlanders. While you’re waiting, you can hit
the excellent market in the center of town.
It’s just a block off your route (south on
Arnold Drive, past your turn on Warm
Springs, but on the way to the bonus-miles
option to Jack London State Park). You can
pillage the deli at the market while you wait
there for the other riders, who will be coming
up Arnold from the south.

One final thought concerning this course...at
only 47 miles, it may seem rather short, but by the time
you’re done, I suspect the steep climbs will have made you
feel as if you’ve had a full day, especially as the final
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installment of what has been a long tour. However, if you
want to add a couple of nice miles, here’s a suggestion:
when you hit the bottom of Trinity Grade, instead of
turning left on Dunbar, turn right. Go north for about a
mile and turn left on Henno, which will eventually bring
you right back to the town of Glen Ellen (see map).

Lowland route: when the hill people turn north outside of
Napa, you veer off to the south through low, rolling, open
hills. After dodging your way across busy Hwy 12/121—a
nasty road—and climbing a small hill on Duhig Road, you
coast downhill into another of California’s premier grape-
growing regions, the Carneros district (both photos above).
Here, the hills flow gently down to the far northern shore
of San Francisco Bay, which you can see shimmering in the
distance, off to the south. On a clear day, you may even be
able to see the glittering towers of the big city, 25 miles
away across the water. Supposedly, part of what makes this
region so nice for grapes is the fog rolling in off the bay, so
be prepared for it to be cool.

The route loops south and west through
vineyards above the bay and then, at
about mile 13, curls north toward the old
town of Sonoma. As you approach town
along a rather confusing tangle of little
roads, the scenery slowly changes from
agricultural to residential. Once in town
(in front of Sebastiani Winery), you have
two options: you can shoot right through
town on a nice bike path that avoids a
good deal of traffic, or you can detour one
block south to the Plaza and spend some
time being a tourist. If you’ve never been
to Sonoma, I recommend at least a
cursory tour.

Sonoma is one of the cornerstones of
California history: the northernmost
outpost of Spanish (and later, Mexican)
empire and the home of General Mariano
Vallejo, a fine man and able colonial
administrator who had the misfortune of
being on the wrong side when yankee

settlers staged what was to become known as the Bear Flag
Revolt in 1846, raising their bear-emblazoned flag over the
Sonoma Plaza and proclaiming California an independent
republic. The republic only lasted a few weeks, until word
arrived that the United States had declared war on Mexico,
and then the insurgents threw in with the US. Within a few
years, gold had been discovered, California had become a
state, and the rest, as they say, is history. Anyway...unless
you’re completely indifferent to our local heritage, you’ll
want to poke around the Plaza a bit. There are numerous,
well-preserved buildings from that pivotal time and earlier,
including Vallejo’s barracks and the mission (below). There
are also plenty of places to find food and water. There are
two bike shops in town, should you need a fix: Goodtime
Bicycle Company (938-0435) and Sonoma Valley Cyclery
(935-3377).

While the center of town has charm to spare, the outlying
fringes to the west and north of town are more eyesore
than anything else, and unfortunately, our route has to
navigate a few miles of this mess before reaching pleasant
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country again. (This is the price you pay for avoiding the
hills.) The worst of it is over between miles 22 and 25. By
then you’re heading north on Arnold Drive, a vaguely rural
road with too much traffic and too little shoulder. But it
gets better soon. By mile 28, you’re approaching the town
of Glen Ellen, where you rejoin the hilly route.

Both highland and lowland riders can now decide whether
to ride about 1.5 miles uphill (a moderate grade) to author
Jack London’s home, preserved in a lovely state park. If
you’re a London fan, it’s a must. If you just want to bulk up
this short but hilly stage a bit, this is a good way to do it.
The road is smooth, the scenery is superb, the park and
historical displays are worth seeing, and the ride back down
is a sweet descent.

After the park and the market, everybody heads out
together on Warm Springs Road for less than two rolling
miles before turning left onto Sonoma Mountain Road for
some steep climbs up and over the oak and redwood-
covered hills. This is probably the hardest climbing I will
ask the moderate riders to do on this or any other tour. If
you find yourself pushing your bike at some point and
composing nasty letters to me, I understand. There just
isn’t any reasonable alternatives. Some of the catered tours
use Bennett Valley Road, just to the north, but it’s almost
as steep as our route, carries much more traffic, and
doesn’t really go where we want to go. Those of you who’ve
studied other maps of the region may have noticed Stage
Gulch Road—Hwy 116—heading west out of Sonoma
almost directly to our destination in Petaluma. You may be
inclined to second-guess me here and try this as a shortcut.
Don’t do it! This is one of the most dangerous roads for a
cyclist in the North Bay...extremely heavy traffic, with lots
of trucks, and no shoulders at all.

On the bright side, hilly Sonoma Mountain Road is ex-
tremely beautiful, very quiet, and virtually free of cars
(photos, this page and next page). Also, the steep climbs are

broken by several small saddles where you
can catch your breath. Each of two main
climbs is about a mile-and-a-half, with a
total gain between them of less than 1000'.
Be cautious on the first downhill off the
summit: it’s very steep and bumpy, and
plunges suddenly from bright sunlight into
dark shade in a grove of large redwoods. It’s
almost like entering a tunnel. There will be
other downhills just around the bend where
you can let ’er rip. Take it easy on this one.

After a left turn onto Pressley, you climb two
small hills, and from the top can see the
whole Santa Rosa-Rohnert Park-Petaluma
suburban zone spread out across the valley
floor below...population central for Sonoma
County. The route sneaks through a still-
rural gap in the sprawl and avoids most of
the busier roads. Once down from the top of
Pressley (a good downhill), the route is flat
to rolling all the way to the finish, passing

through mostly dairy lands, with a smattering of country
houses as you near the outskirts of Petaluma. You can wrap
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up your tour with another night at the Rainsville KOA or
just hop in the car and head for home.

This concludes the tour of the North Bay and the Wine
Country. Whether you did the relatively easy, shorter routes
or went for all the hills and miles on the optional loops,
you’ve had one of the classic California cycling experiences.

• Details •

Day 0 (Petaluma):

San Francisco North/Petaluma KOA
20 Rainsville Road
Petaluma, CA 94952

707-763-1492 (Office)
707-763-2668 (Fax)
800-KOA-1233 (Reservations)

Camp fees:
RV $32-34.00
Tent (2 people) $28.00
Each additional person in site, up to 6 total $5.00
Group camping (per person) $6.00

Camp facilities: showers, laundry, store, barbecues, pool, spa,
meeting hall, petting farm, games.

Nearby lodging: There are motels near the Hwy 101-Petaluma
Blvd North-Old Redwood Highway interchange, a half-mile
south and east of camp.

Days Inn 707-793-9500
Motel Six 707-765-0333
Quality Inn 707-664-1155

There are several off-ramp style restaurants near the same
interchange.

Bike shops: (Note: all shops are in Petaluma, three to four
miles south, on or near the beginning of the Petaluma-Olema
stage.)

Petaluma Cyclery
1080 Petaluma Blvd N 707-762-1990

Rollins Cyclery
622 Petaluma Blvd N 707-762-4103

Airport shuttle service from SFO to Petaluma:

Santa Rosa Airporter: stops at Denny’s, about a half-mile south

of camp. Frequent, regular service. $18 one
way, $30 round trip. No charge for bikes.
Official policy is that bikes should be boxed,
but if the bus isn’t crowded, the driver may
allow them aboard intact. 707-938-4246.

Airport Express: Stops at a location further
south on Petaluma Blvd North, about a mile
from camp. Everything else is similar to
Airporter service, but there is a $6 sur-
charge for bikes, which must be boxed. Be
sure you note which shuttle service you’re
boarding at the airport.

Day 1 (Olema):

Olema Ranch Campground
10155 Hwy 1
PO Box 175
Olema, CA 94950

415-663-8001 or 800-655-CAMP

Camp fees (two people, one vehicle):
RV $23-25.00
Extra person (6 years +) $2.50
Extra vehicle $2.00
Tent site $18.00
Hike or bike site $10.00
Group rates available, from groups of 8 up.

Camp facilities: Showers, laundry, post office, gas station,
propane, club kitchen, kayak rentals, store.

Nearby lodging: There are numerous inns in the Point Reyes
Station/Inverness/Olema area, but only two are immediately
near camp.

Olema Inn 415-663-9559
Point Reyes Seashore Lodge 415-663-9000

For more info on Marin inns, call one of these referral
services: 415-388-8927, 415-924-5830

There are two or three restaurants in Olema, as well as a small
store.

Bike shops:

Rotation Custom Wheels
Point Reyes Station 415-663-8452

Trailhead Rentals
88 Bear Valley Road 415-663-1958

Day 2 (Duncans Mills):

Casini Ranch Campground
22855 Moscow Road
PO Box 22
Duncans Mills, CA 95430

800-451-8400

Camp fees (two people, one vehicle):
RV $17-24.00
Extra person (7 years +) $2.00
Extra vehicle $1.00
Tent site $17.00
Group rate (per person) $3.50
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Camp facilities: showers, laundry, playground, recreation hall,
canoe rentals, store.

Nearby lodging/food:
There is one B&B in the Duncans Mills area.

The Superintendent’s House 707-865-1572

There is one restaurant in Duncans Mills, as well as a small
store and a coffee house.

Day 3 (Cloverdale):

Cloverdale/Alexander Valley KOA
PO Box 600
Cloverdale, CA 95425

707-894-3337 (Office)
800-368-4558 (Reservations)

Camp fees:
RV $27.00
Tent (2 people) $22.00
Each additional person in site, up to 6 total $5.00
Group camping (per person, estimated average) $7.00

Camp facilities: showers, laundry, store, swimming pool,
games.

Nearby lodging: There are motels and inns in Cloverdale,
several miles away.

The Oaks Motel 707-894-2404
The Shelford House B&B 800-833-6479

or: www.shelford.com
There are several restaurants of moderate price and quality in
Cloverdale.

Bike shops:

Cloverdale Cyclery
125 N Cloverdale Blvd 707-894-2841

Healdsburg Cyclery
249 Center Street, H’burg (mid-stage) 707-433-7171

Day 4 (Calistoga):

Bothe-Napa State Park
3801 Saint Helena Hwy N (Hwy 29/128)
Calistoga, CA 95542

707-942-4575

Reservations (through Park.Net) 800-444-7275
May be reserved up to seven months in advance.

Camp fees:
Tent or RV sites (up to 8 people) $12-14.00
Group site (up to 30 people) $45.00
Park.Net service fee (per site) $7.50

Napa County Fairgrounds
1435 North Oak, Calistoga 707-942-5111

Nearby lodging/food: There are many motels and inns in the
Calistoga area.
B&B referral services 800-995-8884 www.napa.online.com
www.go-native.com/archive.html
There are numerous restaurants in Calistoga.

Bike shops:

Palisades Mountain Sport
1330B Gerard, Calistoga 707-942-9687

Day 5 (Napa):

Napa Valley Skyline Wilderness Park
2201 E. Imola Avenue
Napa, CA 94559-0793

707-252-0481

Camp fees (two people, one vehicle):
RV $12.00
Each adult in RV after the first 2 $1.00
Reservations advised for RVs.
Tent (20 sites, 2 persons per tent, per site) $8.00

No reservations for tent sites. Call ahead to determine if any
special events are likely to fill up the sites on your chosen
dates.

Camp facilities: showers, hiking.

Park hours: The park closes its front gate at 6:00 p.m. You
must check in before then. Should you wish to leave and
return after six, you will be given a key to the gate.

Bike shops in Napa:

Bicycle Trax
796 Soscol Avenue 707-258-8729

Bicycle Madness
2500 Jefferson 707-253-2453

Bicycle Works
3335 Solano 707-253-7000

Nearby lodging/food: There are many motels in Napa. These
are the ones nearest camp.

Best Western Inn 707-257-1930
Cedar Gables Inn 707-224-7969
Napa Valley Travelodge 707-226-1871
Wine Valley Lodge 707-224-7911
Silverado Motel 707-253-0892

For more information:

Napa Valley Conference & Visitors Bureau
707-226-7459
B&B referral services: 800-995-8884, www.napa.online.com
www.go-native.com/archive.html
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The Wine Country Tour
Day 0.1 Optional West County Loop
64 miles, 2500' up, 2500' down
48 miles, 1200' up, 1200' down
MILE DIR ROAD COMMENTS

  0.0 R Rainsville Road Leave camp.
  1.3 R Liberty Road
  2.2 L Pepper Road
  5.6 R Walker Road Small climb.
  8.3 R Petaluma-Valley Ford Road
11.5* R Bloomfield Road Short route continues straight.
13.3 L Burnside Road Mostly uphill.
15.4 S Summit (900').
16.7 L Barnett Valley Road
18.9 S Jonive Road After crossing Bodega Hwy, road name changes.
21.1 L Occidental Road Gravenstein apple orchards.
23.1 L Bohemian Hwy Town of Occidental (558')...take a break.
26.6 S Town of Freestone (300')...historic district.
27.0 R Bodega Hwy A mile of busy road...
28.3 L Valley Ford-Freestone Road
30.9 L Hwy 1
31.4/15.6 R Franklin School Road Town of Valley Ford (53').  Short route rejoins.
34.9/19.1 L Whitaker Bluff Road Overlooking Estero San Antonio.
37.8/22.0 S Fallon-Two Rock Road After crossing Hwy 1, road name changes.
41.3/25.5 R Alexander Road
42.1/26.3 L Petaluma-Tomales Road
43.3/27.5 R Chileno Valley Road
56.5/40.7 R Western Avenue Into the outlying suburbs of Petaluma.
56.9/41.1 L Chapman Lane
58.2/42.4 L Eastman Lane
59.9/44.1 L Middle Two Rock Road
60.2/44.4 R Eucalyptus Avenue
61.1/45.3 S Skillman Lane After crossing Bodega Hwy, road name changes.
61.3/45.5 L Liberty Road
62.3/46.5 R Rainsville Road
63.6/47.8 L Into KOA Kampground

*Short option: at mile 11.5, when the long route turns right on Bloomfiled, continue straight on Petaluma-
Valley Ford Road to the town of Valley Ford. Subtract almost 16 miles from the long route total. Short-cut is
almost flat.
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The Wine Country Tour
Day 1: Petaluma to Olema
57 miles, 4900' up, 4900' down
Bonus Miles: 13 miles, 1500' & 5 miles, 200'; Shortcut: 25 miles, 1200'
MILE DIR ROAD COMMENTS

  0.0 L Rainsville Road Leave camp.
  0.1 R Stony Point Road
  0.5 R Petaluma Blvd N Into the clutter of Petaluma.
  3.8 R D Street Petaluma’s avenue of stately homes.
  4.8 S Leave Petaluma, begin climbs & rollers.
11.0 S Petaluma-Pt Reyes Road Summit (660').  (aka Red Hill Road)
16.1 L Nicasio Valley Road Near Nicasio Reservoir. Shortcut: go straight.
19.6 S Town of Nicasio.
24.1 S Cross Sir Francis Drake Blvd.
24.2 L San Geronimo Valley Road
25.3 S Town of Woodacre.
26.1 R Sir Francis Drake Blvd Short climb and descent on busy highway.
28.2 R Olema Road Leave main road for quiet bypass.
29.1 R Sir Francis Drake Blvd Return to main road for just a block.
29.2 RL Broadway Jog R at Public Library sign, then L into Fairfax.
29.5 R Fairfax-Bolinas Road Leave Fairfax, begin major climbs (130').
37.4* S Summit (1500'). Big downhill. Or...Mt Tam?
44.3 S Bottom of downhill (20'). Cross Hwy 1.
44.4 L Olema-Bolinas Road Along Bolinas Lagoon.
45.6** R Horseshoe Hill Road Bonus miles: tour of Bolinas.
47.4 L Hwy 1 Up the San Andreas Fault.
56.2 S Town of Olema.
56.4 L Into Olema Ranch Campground

*Bonus miles  #1: at Fairfax-Bolinas summit (mile 37.4), L on West Ridgecrest, L on East Ridgecrest
to Tam summit. Add 6.5 miles (13 miles round trip) and 1500' of climbing. Extremely beautiful!

**Bonus miles #2: at Horseshoe Hill junction, go L on Olema-Bolinas Road into Bolinas.
Approximately 5 miles round trip and 200' of climbing. An interesting journey off the beaten path.
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White Hill Peak
1442'

The Wine Country Tour
Day 1: Petaluma to Olema
57 miles, 4900' up, 4900' down
Bonus Miles: 13 miles, 1500' & 5 miles, 200'
Shortcut: 25 miles, 1200'
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The Wine Country Tour
Day 1.1: Optional Lighthouse Loop
44 miles, 3300' up, 3300' down
Bonus Miles: 18 miles, 1000'
MILE DIR ROAD COMMENTS

  0.0 R Hwy 1 Leave camp.
  0.1 R Bear Valley Road Entrance to Point Reyes Nat’l Seashore at mile .6.
  2.4 L Sir Francis Drake Blvd Flat and rolling road alongside Tomales Bay.
  5.6 S Town of Inverness (8').
  8.1* S Pierce Point Road junction. Optional route.
21.3 S End of Sir Francis Drake Blvd Continue on lighthouse access road.
21.8 ✰ Point Reyes Light Station viewpoint 300 steps down to lighthouse...and back up.

Retrace route... Round trip total: 43.6 miles and 3300' of climbing.

*Pierce Point Ranch optional out-&-back: 18.4 miles (round trip) and 1000' of climbing.
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The Wine Country Tour
Day 1.1: Optional Lighthouse Loop
44 miles, 3300' up, 3300' down
Bonus miles: 18 miles, 1000'

© 1997 Bill Oetinger
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The Wine Country Tour
Day 2: Olema to Duncans Mills
51 miles, 2000' up, 2000' down
57 miles, 4000' up, 4000' down
MILE DIR ROAD COMMENTS

  0.0 R Hwy 1 Leave camp.
  0.1 R Bear Valley Road
  2.4 R Sir Francis Drake Blvd
  3.3 L Hwy 1 Into town of Point Reyes Station (33').
  3.7 L Mesa Road Residential detour off Hwy 1.
  4.6 L Cypress Road
  5.0 L Hwy 1
12.5 S Town of Marshall (10'), alongside Tomales Bay.
20.6 L Dillon Beach Road In the center of the town of Tomales (43').
21.5 R Middle Road
23.4 S Continue past Whitaker Bluff on Middle.
26.2 S Bear right on Middle at Marsh Road junction.
27.2 L Hwy 1 Into town of Valley Ford (53').
30.9 S Bodega Hwy junction.
31.8* S Bay Hill Road junction. Hilly route diverges.
36.0 S Town of Bodega Bay (45'). Market, cafe.
37.7/35.7 S Bay Hill Road junction. Hilly route rejoins.
39.9/37.9** S Coleman Valley Rd junction. Hilly route diverges.
46.5 R River Road (Hwy 116) After crossing Russian River.
50.3 R Moscow Road In town of Duncans Mills (27'). Cafe.
51.0 L Into Casini Ranch Campground

*First hilly option:
31.8 R Bay Hill Road Obscure corner...easy to miss.
34.1 S Summit (750'). Tricky descent...
35.7 R Hwy 1 Rejoin lowland route.

**Second hilly option (miles based on having done the first hilly option as well:
37.9 R Coleman Valley Road Begin steep climbs (50').
39.4 S First summit (850').
42.1 S High point on road (1120'). Tricky descent.
46.5 S Final summit (1020'). All downhill from here.
48.1 L Bohemian Hwy In town of Occidental (558'). Markets , cafes.
54.5 L Moscow Road In town of Monte Rio (40').
57.0 R Into Casini Ranch Campground.

(See Day 2.1 route slip for Day 2, long route elevation profile.)
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The Wine Country Tour
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The Wine Country Tour
Day 2.1: Optional King Ridge Loop
53 miles, 4500' up, 4500' down
68 miles, 6000' up, 6000' down
MILE DIR ROAD COMMENTS

  0.0 R Moscow Road Leave camp.
  0.8 R River Road In town of Duncans Mills (27').
  1.9 L Cazadero Hwy Alongside Austin Creek.
  8.3 S Town of Cazadero (117'). Market.
  8.6 S King Ridge Just beyond town of Cazadero.
25.4* L Hauser Bridge (at Tin Barn junction) Long route diverges. Steep descent ahead.
28.9 S Seaview Road Road name changes.
36.4/51.6** S Fort Ross...continue on Meyers Grade Long route rejoins at Fort Ross junction.
41.8/57.0 L Hwy 1 Big downhills on Meyers Grade and Hwy 1.
48.3/63.5 L River Road After passing through town of Jenner.
52.1/67.3 R Moscow Road In town of Duncans Mills (27').
52.9/68.1 L Into Casini Ranch Campground

*Long route diverges...
25.3 R Tin Barn Road Past Odiyan Buddhist temple.
30.2 L Skaggs Springs-Stewarts Point Road Steep descent after indian rancheria.
34.2 L Hwy 1 Good rest stop at Stewarts Point Store.
49.0 L Fort Ross Road Historic Fort Ross. Steep climb ahead (100').
51.6 R Fort Ross...then S on Meyers Grade **Rejoin short route. Top of climb (1600').
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The Wine Country Tour
Day 3: Duncans Mills to Cloverdale
50 miles, 1500' up, 1000' down; 60 miles, 2500' up, 2000' down
MILE DIR ROAD COMMENTS

  0.0 L Moscow Road Leave camp.
  2.5 L Main Street In town of Monte Rio (40').
  2.6 L Over bridge Crossing the Russian River.
  2.8 R River Road Mostly flat.
  7.1* S In town of Guerneville (55'). Out-&-back to Armstrong Woods

diverges to left. Long route diverges to right.
12.4 L Westside Road Just before the Hacienda Bridge.
15.6/25.7 S Long route rejoins at Wohler Road junction.
24.4/34.5 L West Dry Creek Road Mostly rollers on West Dry Creek and Westside.
33.6/43.7 R Yoakim Bridge Road Crosses over Dry Creek.
34.3/44.4 L Dry Creek Road
35.9/46.0 R Dutcher Creek Road A small climb.
40.3/50.4 R Theresa Drive Under freeway.
40.4/50.5 L Asti Road Or turn right for summer crossing.
43.5/53.6 R Crocker Road On the eastern edge of Cloverdale (333').
44.5/54.6 R River Road
48.3/58.4 L Into KOA “driveway” Climb ahead (290').
49.4/59.5 S Driveway Summit above camp (660').
50.0/60.1 Finish

*Out-&-back option...
  7.1 L Armstrong Woods Road
  9.3 S Into Armstrongs Redwoods State Reserve.
  9.6 L No name. Sign points to “Armstong Woods Forest Theater” and “Horses for Hire”
  9.8 L No road name. Sign points to “Ranger Station”

Leave park and retrace route to Guerneville. Round trip approximately 5 miles. Turn left on River Road to rejoin short
route. Cross River Road to Hwy 116 and Mays Canyon for long route.

*Long route...
  7.1 R Hwy 116 Right turn from basic route. Straight ahead from out-&-back.
  7.6 R Mays Canyon Road
10.4 R Hwy 116
11.4 R Green Valley Road
18.6 L Vine Hill Road
21.6 L Laguna Road
21.9 L Trenton Road
22.1 S Trenton-Healdsburg Road As route crosses River Road, road name changes.
23.4 L Eastside Road
24.6 R Wohler Road
25.7 R Westside Road Rejoin short route.

Summer crossing option: when standard route turns left on Asti Rd, turn right. Ride south approx. 1.5 miles and turn left
on Washington School Rd. There should be a sign here to the KOA camp and also a sign indicating if the summer crossing
is closed.  From this junction to KOA driveway is another 1.5 miles. This shortens the day’s route by about 6 miles.
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Day 3: Duncans Mills to Cloverdale
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The Wine Country Tour
Day 4: Cloverdale to Calistoga
41 or 49 miles, 1500' up, 1800' down, or 60 miles, 4000' up, 4300' down
MILE DIR ROAD COMMENTS

  0.0 L KOA driveway Leave camp. Downhill...
  1.5* R River Road Short route #1 turns left to summer crossing.
  5.3** S Short route #2 turns left on Crocker Road.
  6.5 R Geysers Road Many ups and downs (350').
15.0 S Cross bridge, begin long, gradual climb (1100').
19.5 S (at Geysers Resort Road jnctn) Bear right at junction, begin steep climb (2000').
23.0 S First summit (2800'). Other summits follow.
32.4/13.1 L Red Winery Road End of descent (200'). Short route rejoins.
34.7/15.4 R Pine Flat Road This area is Alexander Valley.
35.1/15.8 L Hwy 128 Jimtown Store is straight ahead.
45.0/25.9 R Franz Valley Road This area is Knights Valley.
49.5/30.4 L Franz Valley School Road
52.1/33.0 S At top of hill, cross into Napa County.
54.0/34.9 L Petrified Forest Road Heavier traffic.
54.5/35.4 R Hwy 128 Skirting around town of Calistoga.
55.5/36.4 S Hwy 128/29 Downtown Calistoga (365') is to the left.
60.0/40.9 R Into Bothe Napa State Park

*Short option #1 (via summer crossing):
  1.5 L River Road Cross Russian River (gravel crossing).
  3.0 L Asti Road Becomes Geyserville Road.
  7.5 S Geyserville Road (Hwy 128) Town of Geyserville (209').
  7.9 L Hwy 128
12.5 L Geysers Road
13.1 R Red Winery Road Rejoin long route.

**Short option #2 (via Crocker Road):
  1.5 R River Road
  5.3 L Crocker Road Head back toward Cloverdale.
  6.3 L Asti Road Just before town of Cloverdale (333').
11.0 S Rejoin short option #1. Add 8 miles.
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The Wine Country Tour
Day 5: Calistoga to Napa
57 miles, 1500' up, 1800' down
30 miles, 500' up, 800' down
MILE DIR ROAD COMMENTS

  0.0 R Hwy 128/29 Leave camp.
  0.6 L Bale Lane
  1.3 R Silverado Trail
  6.0* L Howell Mountain Road Begin climbing (260').
10.4 S White Cottage Road Howell Mtn turns right. You go straight.
13.9 S Final summit (1910').
14.2 L Ink Grade
18.4 R Pope Valley Road
21.1 S Chiles & Pope Valley Road Road name changes at town of Pope Valley.
28.9 S Bear right at Lower Chiles Valley junction.
32.5 R Sage Canyon Road Around Lake Hennessey.
36.4/  9.3 RL Silverado Trail/Rutherford Cross Road Jog right to immediate left on Rutherford.
37.8/10.7 S Conn Creek Rd (becomes Skellenger)  Rutherford Cross turns right. You go straight.
39.7/12.6 R Silverado Trail
51.2/24.1 S At Trancas Road, jog left and right on ST.
51.6/24.5 L Hagen Road Into Napa’s outlying suburbs.
52.5/25.4 R First Avenue
54.5/27.4 L Coombsville Road
55.1/28.0 R Fourth Avenue
56.5/29.4 L Into Skyline Wilderness Park

*Shortcut: at mile 6, when route turns left on Howell Mtn, continue south on Silverado Trail and
rejoin route at Rutherford Cross Road. Subtract approximately 27 miles from total.
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The Wine Country Tour
Day 5: Calistoga to Napa

57 miles, 1500' up, 1700' down
30 miles, 500' up, 700' down
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The Wine Country Tour
Day 6: Napa to Petaluma
Lowland route: 48 miles, 2000' up, 2200' down
MILE DIR ROAD COMMENTS

  0.0 L Imola Avenue Leave camp...downhill through Napa.
  3.2 R Foster Road
  3.6 L Old Sonoma Road Short, sharp climb.
  4.5 S Highland route turns right on Congress Valley.
  6.9 RL Hwy 12/121, then Duhig Road Jog right to left on Duhig. Cross Hwy 12/121.
12.8 S Ramal Road Go straight from Duhig to Ramal.
14.5 L Dale Road Through funky country neighborhood.
15.0 R Burndale Road Recross Hwy 12/121.
17.7 L Old Burndale Short section of patchy pavement.
17.8 S Denmark Go straight from Old Burndale to Denmark.
19.1 R Seventh Street East Heading into town of Sonoma...
20.1 L Lovall Valley
20.7 S Onto bike path Town plaza is one block south.
21.8 R Fifth Street Leave bike path.
22.1 L Verano Street Through clutter north of Sonoma.
23.5 R Arnold Drive Busy suburban boulevard.
28.5 S Town of Glen Ellen

Optional up-&-back to Jack London State Park.
28.8 L Warm Springs Road Highland route rejoins.
30.0 L Sonoma Mountain Road Begin climbs (300')
33.5 S Summit (1150'). Steep, technical descent...
35.5 L Pressley Road Gradual climb.
38.3 S Roberts Road Road name changes after descent.
40.3 L Petaluma Hill Road
41.2 R Railroad Avenue East Railroad becomes West Railroad.
44.3 LR Stony Point Road/Jewett Rd Jog left on Stony Point to right on Jewett.
45.5 S Center Road After crossing Pepper Road, road name changes.
46.1 R Liberty Road
46.7 L Rainsville Road
48.0 L Into KOA Kampground

Bonus miles: Up-and-back to Jack London State Park. Approximately 3-mile round trip.
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The Wine Country Tour
Day 6: Napa to Petaluma
Highland route: 47 miles, 4000' up, 4200' down
MILE DIR ROAD COMMENTS

  0.0 L Imola Avenue Leave camp...downhill through Napa.
  3.2 R Foster Road
  3.6 L Old Sonoma Road Short, sharp climb.
  4.5 R Congress Valley Diverge from lowland route.
  5.5 R Buhman Avenue Return to the suburbs one more time.
  6.9 L Browns Valley
  7.7 L Redwood Road Country again.
10.2 S Mt Veeder Road Redwood turns left...you go straight (420').
14.5 S Summit (1400').
18.7 L Dry Creek Road Begin steep climb at mile 19.4 (680').
22.5 S Summit (1750').
22.9 S Trinity Grade Road name changes as you begin descent.
26.0 S End of downhill (390'). Cross Hwy 12.
26.4 L Dunbar Road
26.9 R Arnold Drive
27.8 R Warm Springs Road Rejoin lowland route.
29.0 L Sonoma Mountain Road Begin climbs (300')
33.5 S Summit (1150'). Steep, technical descent...
34.5 L Pressley Road Gradual climb.
37.3 S Roberts Road After descent from summit, road name changes.
39.3 L Petaluma Hill Road
40.2 R Railroad  Avenue
43.3 LR Stony Point Road, then Jewett Rd Jog left on Stony Point to right on Jewett.
44.5 S Center Road After crossing Pepper Road, road name changes.
45.1 R Liberty Road
45.7 L Rainsville Road
47.0 L Into KOA Kampground

Bonus miles: Up-and-back to Jack London State Park. Approximately 3-mile round trip.
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